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sealed in a book
preliminary observations on

the newly found anthon transcript

danel W bachman

among the many fascinating and problematical stories of early
church history is the anthon transcript episode the outline of that
story is generally understood by both latter day saints and non
latter day saints interested in mormon history following joseph
smiths reception of the gold plates from the angel moroni in
september 1827 persecution increased forcing the smiths to move
to harmony pennsylvania the home ofofjosephsjosephs wife emma where
the couple initially found the peace and quiet required to begin the
translation joseph tells us that while in harmony he spent his time
from december 1827 to february 1828 copying the characters off
the plates and that he transcribed a considerable number and
translated some with the aid of the urimarim and thummimThummim 1 sometime
in february martin harris a farmer and a benefactor of joseph
smith visited the smiths at harmony one source says that martin
came to harmony in obedience to a revelation 2

martin obtained a copy of some of the characters from joseph
smith and took them to new york for evaluation his account of this
trip is sketchy but historians believe he visited at least three impor-
tant scholars luther bradish dr samuel mitchill and professor
charles anthon professor anthon at columbia college is the only

danel W bachman is an instructor at the logan institute of religion at utah state university
an earlier version of this article was presented 1 may 1980 at the mormon history association convention at
canandaigua new york

joseph smith jr history odtheof the church ofjesusofhesusjesusbejus christ ofoflatterlatterlarrer jayday saints ed B H roberts 22ndandnd cded
rev7revarev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 193219511932 1951 119 20 hereafter cited as HC

paul R cheesman an analysis of the accounts relating to joseph smiths early visions M A
thesis brigham young university 1965 appendix D p 131
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one who concerns us because he left the only known description of
the document martin harris exhibited 3

until recently historians have had only one manuscript copy and
two printed versions before 1845 of this document to work with the
manuscript copy see figure 1 owned by the RLDS church came in-
to their possession at the turn of the century through the heirs of
david whitmer who owned it along with a manuscript of the book
of mormon students of this document have been puzzled because it
does not fit anthonsanthensAnthons description yet without a better document
most scholars have been content merely to question anthonsanthensAnthons
memory or motives or to ignore the problem altogether most have
assumed that the whitmer text was the original david whitmer
thought that it was but in april 1980 a new document was
discovered that challenges that priority 4

the two published versions of portions of the document martin
harris took to new york both appeared in 1844 the first version is a
broadside or placard printed in gold on black stock exhibiting three
lines of characters see figure 2 among the few known copies of this
version are two copies in the LDS church archives and a copy in
special collections harold B lee library brigham young universi-
ty A statement in the hand of thomas bullock written on the back
of the broadside in the church archives reads 1844 placard stick of
joseph this was formerly owned by hyrum smith and sent to the
historians office march 22 1860 by his son joseph fielding
smith 5 what appears to be the pencil signature of mary fielding
smith who died in 1852 is also on the back the title of the broad-
side reads the stick ofofjosephjoseph taken from the hand ofofephraimephraim A
correct copy of the characters taken from the plates of the BOOK OF
MORMON was translated from6froma the same that was taken to pro-
fessor anthon of new york by martin harris in the year 1827 sic in
fulfillment of isaiah 2911 12 this placard contains characters

astanleystanley3stanley kimball has provided excellent research on the background of the earlier manuscripts and on
martin harriss trip to the east see his the anthon transcript people primary sources and problems
brigham young university studies 10 spring 1970 325 52 1I1 cannot read a sealed book improvement
era 60 february 1957 80 82 104 106 and charles anthon and the egyptian language improvement
era 63 october 1960 708 10 765

413avidavldavid whitmer thought both manuscripts the book of ofmormonmormon and the anthon were originals the
book of mormon manuscript proved to be the printers copy and if the present discovery is the original an-
thon transcript as this paper asserts then he did not possess the originals he thought he did for details about
the donation of the whitmer manuscript to the RLDSRIDSrios church see frederick M smith to john A widstoe
9 may 1941 quoted in ariel crowley about the book ofmormonof mormon idaho city idaho npap 1961 ppap 9 10

5 the stick ofofjosephjoseph broadside library archives of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city hereafter cited as church archives and special collection harold B lee library BYU pro-
vo utah see also kimball the anthon transcript p 347

the punctuation here is confusing but the sense is A correct copy of the characters taken from the
plates the book of mormon was translated from the same that was taken an example of how the
punctuation can be misleading can be seen in kimballsKimballs reproduction with an insert of the word ofafter0 after the
word plates ibid

323525523
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figure 2 1844 placard stick ofjoseph
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which are on the hofmann document but not on the whitmer text
the broadside most likely was published in early december 1844

by samuel brannan editor of the the prophet a church owned
newspaper in new york city the following announcement ap-
peared in the prophet on 14 december 1844

we have published a very neat specimen of the original characters or
hieroglyphics that were copied from the plates which the book of mor-
mon was translated from and were presented by martin harris to pro-
fessor anthon for translation we have been to some trouble in hav-
ing it en graved sic by mr strong one of the most skillful engravers in
the city of new york those who wish to obtain a copy to preserve as a
memorial can procure them by applying to the prophet office new
york 7

the second version was published on 21 december 1844 by bran-
nan in the prophet see figure 3 it duplicates the same three lines
of characters as the placard but the last half of the third line is in-
verted or upside down and backwards the text printed with the
characters on the broadside was also printed in this second version 88

THE DISCOVERY

in early march 1980 mark hofmann a student at utah state
university and a collector ofofsmithianasmithianasmithionaSmith ianalana and other mormon materials
acquired a 1668 cambridge edition of the bible from a gentleman in
salt lake city hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns interest in the book was aroused by the
fact that the owner said he had purchased it from catherine smith
salisbury s granddaughter who lived in carthage illinois in the
1950s mrs salisbury was joseph smiths sister and her grand-
daughter was mrs mary hancock who assisted cecil mcgavin in the
preparation of his volume on the smith family 9 hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns interest
was further excited by evidence in the bible that it was a smith family

ithe prophet new york 14 december 1844
the prophet new york 21 december 1844 the conclusion that the placard was the source for bran

nans reproduction was first suggested by kimball the anthon transcript p 347 and is here based on a
comparison of the texts the symbols are very similar but of particular note is the unique feature that both
documentsdocuments break off reproduction of the characters of the hofmann and whitmer texts in the middle of
line three after the L shaped character and skip over to the fifth column and include the characters be-
tween the vertical rectangle and the circles brannansbrannannBrannans version as is noted in the text later inverts this portion
which comprises the last half of line three

ae9eE cecil mcgavin the family ofjosephof joseph smith salt lake city bookcraft 1963 ppap 96 97 on
27 june 1980 mark hofmann visited dorothy dean of carthage illinois the daughter of mrs hancock in
an attempt to verify the purchase miss dean was very helpful in checking a handwritten ledger kept by her
eothertothermother ofsomeorsomeof some odtheoftheof the sales transactions miss dean did find an entry for 13 august 1954 that fits the descrip-
tiontion she provided photocopies of the ledger page and a written affidavit to mr hofmann concerning the
transaction dorothy dean affidavit 29 july 1980 original in possession of mark W hofmann copy in
possession of author

supposition of some smith family members in carthage is that catherine smith salisbury inherited the
bible from lucy mack smith the author speculates that the document may have been given to mother
smith by joseph as part of her museum collection and thus was in her possession and became part of
catherines inheritance
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heirloom the front flyleaf has several initials written on it which ap-
pear to be S S 1 I S and perhaps J S inserted in the
center of the bible is a handwritten copy of the entire book of amos
with the signature of samuel smith at the endio see figures 4 and 5

hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns supposition was that this samuel was either the great
grandfather or the great great grandfather of the prophet joseph
smith

although the bible was purchased in march the document in
question was not discovered until 16 april 1980 As mr hofmann
leafed through the bible on that day he noticed two pages at the
beginning of proverbs were partially stuck together the leaves were
open only along their top edges his wife doralee noticed a separate
piece of paper appeared to be pocketed between the pages mr hof-
mann carefully separated the pages and removed the paper

it appeared to be a normal sized page folded in fourths with
some black gluelikegluelike substance holding the document together at the
folds and sticking it to the pages of the bible 11 the paper was fold-
ed in such a way that the signature ofofjosephjoseph smith jr could be seen
on the outside when the paper was removed from the bible the
paper broke at the middle fold to avoid the risk of damaging the
document further mr hofmann took it the next day to the office of
AJ simmonds curator of the utah state university special collec-
tions and archives who helped him separate the glued edges 12

shortly thereafter the document was brought to my office and we
arranged to have dean jessee an expert on joseph smiths hand-
writing examine it on friday 18 april dean jessee gave a
preliminary opinion that it seemed to have the features of a josephajoseph
smith holograph by tuesday 22 april 1980 he was confident

othethe bible is presently housed in the church archives vault
markwark william hofmann finding the joseph smith document ensign july 1980 p 73 this

author is uncertain whether the black substance was glue or sealingscaling wax or something else perhaps we may
never know for don schmidt church archivist said that the substance will be cleaned offwhenoff when the paper is

deacidified
jeff12jeff simmonds who assisted mr hofmann in opening the document the day after it was removed from

the bible has left an erroneous impression in his published account of the matter he said the paper was
carefully folded and one end had been tipped in to the binding originally it was so glued that it could be
easily folded out but over the years the glue which had been used to insert the book ofamosodamosofamos pages into the
binding had oozed through the stitching and had solidly welded the free end of the inserted page to the
glued end making a neat little package being there at the moment of discovery A historians
dream hera4djournallherald journalvalleyJournal zalleyvalley 5 may 1980 p 33.

however simmonds was not with hofmann when the document was removed and apparently was not
aware that the glued side was not in the spine oftheodtheof the bible but in the middle oftheodtheof the page there is no evidence
in the bible or on the document itself that glue from the rebinding seeped out and caused the edges of the
document or the pages of the bible to be sealed examination of the document shows that the two edges of
the paper were intentionally sealed however whether they were glued into the bible intentionally or
whether over the years the glue from the document eventually adhered to the pages of the bible is not certain
at present evidence seems to suggest that the latter is the case it is not likely that someone would ruin an
heirloom simply to preserve the document moreover the glue was not stuck along the entire edge of both
the document and the page in the bible it was stuck only at certain points where it appears there was an ex-
cess of glue
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courtesy ofofafarkmargmark hofmann

figure 4 front flyleaf of 1668 bible showing initials
SSS S 1ISI S and perhaps JSJ S
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courtesy ofofalarkmarfmark hofmannhomi nn

figure 5 handwritten insertion of book of amos signed by samuel smith
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enough to provide a written declaration which said 1 I have carefully
inspected the document and conclude that it is a josephajoseph smith
holograph 13

meanwhile mr hofmann was concerned about the preservation
authentication and housing of the manuscript as well as handling
the growing publicity and speculation on tuesday 22 april he
showed the manuscript to several general authorities including the
first presidency of the church and decided to loan it to the church
and to leave it in the custody of the LDS church archives on mon-
day 28 april at a press conference in the conference room of the
church historical department the announcement of the discovery
was made

description OF THE DOCUMENT

the hofmann manuscript see figure 6 is a single sheet that
measures 11 14 by 7 78 inches side one contains characters ar-
ranged in five vertical columns the symbols in the first four columns
are large carefully drawn and quite legible the fifth column is

unique with a long vertical rectangle enclosing two parallel rows of
characters smaller than those in the previous four columns below
the characters are several intricately drawn figures and below these are
concentric circles characters occupy the space between the outer and
inner circles and fill the four compartments of the inner circle the
fifth column ends with a small horizontal rectangle filled with
characters

A handwritten note signed bybyjosephjoseph smith on the reverse side of
the document see figure 7 reads as follows

these caractorscaractors were dilligentlydilligently coppled by my own han-
d from the plates of gold and given to martin harris who took them to
new york citty but the learned could not translate it because the lord
would not open it to them in fulfillment of the propscypropsky of isaih written
in the 29th chapter and lith verse 14

judging by the style and shape of the letters the note was written
with a quill pen or an equivalent the paper and ink seem to be of a
vintage similar to the original book of mormon manuscript owned by
the church they also match the description of the whitmer text
owned by the RLDSRIDS church 15 the ink has seeped or bled

31eandean jessee statement 22 april 1980 original of statement in possession of mark W hofmann
copy in possession of author

manuscript4manuscript of book of mormon characters hereafter referred to as hofmann document original in the
church archives vault copies in possession of the author I1 am indebted to mr hofmann for allowing me to
quote from and use this document

smith15smith to widstoe 9 may 1941 in crowley about the book ofmormonof mormon ppap 9 10
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through the paper from one side to the other but not so as to greatly
hinder the readability of the text chemicals in the paper and the
glue have discolored both the manuscript and the bible 16 discolora-
tion and fading have made the joseph smith note difficult to read
apparently the manuscript was in the bible for decades it is brittle
and in danger of breaking into fourths at the folds

EVIDENCE THAT IT IS THE ORIGINAL ANTHON transcript

in addition to paper ink and script comparisons there are other
indications that the document is authentic and is the original an-
thon transcript that martin harris carried from harmony penn-
sylvania to new york in the spring of 1828

foremost is deandeanjesseesjesseesjessesJessees judgment of the handwriting of the
joseph smith note among the details that are characteristic of
joseph smiths handwriting jessee has noted

1 the signature appears to be authentic
2 there are typical misspelling of words such as caractorscaractors

coppiedcoppledcoppicedcoppied citty propskypropscypropscy and isaih
3 there are unique separations of words at the end of a line for

example the word handhan d at the end of the first line
4 there is a characteristic formation of certain letters and

words
5 there are also distinctive pen lifts done out of habit as the

writer moved his hand across the page 17

second the document corresponds closely with charles anthonsanthensAnthons
description professor anthon wrote two accounts of martin harriss
visit both accounts are in general agreement and both contain
descriptions of the document martin harris showed him the first ac-
count was written to E D howe 17 february 1834

this paper was in fact a singular scrawl it consisted of all kinds of
crooked characters disposed in columns and had evidently been
prepared by some person who had before him at the time a book con-
taining various alphabets greek and hebrew letters crosses and
flourishes roman letters inverted or placed sideways were arranged in
perpendicular columns and the whole ended in a rude delineation of a
circle divided into various compartments decked with various strange
marks and evidently copied after the mexican calender sic given by

discoloration of the pages in proverbs has left a distinct outline of the position of the transcript in the
bible during the last several decades this is perhaps another important evidence for the authenticity of the
document as itit would be difficult to forge the discoloration in the bible

17nisthis list was compiled by the author from notes taken in several conversations with dean jessee during
the meetings involving the discovery evaluation and public announcement of the document
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courtesy ofafarkof murkmarkmurg hofmann

figure 6 hofmann document
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courtesy ofafarkof mark hophofhofmannnn

figure 7 note written by joseph smith
on reverse side of the hofmann document
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humbolt but copied in such a way as not to betray the source whence it
was derived 18

in 1841 professor anthon wrote the second account to the reverend
TW coit

the characters were arranged in columns like the chinese mode of
writing and presented the most singular medlygedly that I1 ever beheld
greek hebrew and all sorts of letters more or less distorted either
through unskilfulnessunskillfulnessunskilfulness sic or from actual design were intermingled
with sundry delineations of half moons stars and other natural objects
and the whole ended in a rude representation of the mexican zodiac 19

the hofmann manuscript and the anthon descriptions coincide
first characters are arranged in vertical or perpendicular columns
as anthon notes second anthonsanthensAnthons mexican zodiac or mexican
calendar matches the circle in the lower right corner of the hofmann
sheet third there are more flourishes and roman styled letters
on the new document than on the whitmer text in fact a cursory
look at the whitmer text gives the general impression that numerous
characters are arabic numerals this is not the case with the hof-
mann manuscript professor anthonsanthensAnthons critical eye certainly would
have caught this impression had he been looking at the whitmer
script 20

also noteworthy is the phrase plates of gold in the joseph
smith note phrases such as plates of brass altar of stone
it river of water and plates of gold are found throughout the
book of mormon 21

another phrase contained in the note which bears on the gen-
uinenessuineness of the manuscript is diligently copied the hofmann
document appears to have been executed with much greater care than
used in any of the other three sources there is a marked deterioration
of quality in the whitmer text and the two published versions in-
dividual characters often lack detail particularly in the reproduction
of the smaller and more dense characters from the fifth column in
the hofmann document note the hash marks at the top and bottom
and the dots within the T3 shaped figures in both columns in the
vertical rectangle at the top of the fifth column compare also line

18 18charlescharles anthon to eber D howe 17 february 1834 quoted in E D howe mormonism invadedunvailedsicunvadedsiaslasic
painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio published by author 1834 ppap 271 72 incidentally B H roberts took some editorial

liberty in reproducing these quotes in A comprehensive history of the church ofjesusof jerasjesus christ oflatterof larrerlatter day

saints century 1 6 vols provo brigham young university press 1965 1100 101
charles anthon to the rev T W coit 3 april 18411841 quoted in john A clarkdarkoark gleanings by the way

philadelphia WJ andjkandja simon 1842 ppap 232 38
20notenote that charles A shook did notice this about the whitmer transcript see charles A shook

cumorah revisited cincinnati standard publishing company 1910 ppap 12 13

setsee 1 nephi 27 514 813 1922 221 and 30 2 nephi 42 and mosiah 2127 2811
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five of the whitmer text with the hofmann manuscript the last two
or three characters in line giverivefive and all of line six of the whitmer text
correspond to the symbols within the four compartments of the inner
circle in the hofmann manuscript much detail is lost in the
whitmer text not to mention loss in elegance and style in the
characters themselves see figure 88.

77

from columns 5 and 6 of the hofmann document

A4 Z i y K 5 f

from line 5 of the whitmer text

figure 8

equally clear is the elimination of the clustering of characters so
obviously noticeable in the hofmann text in addition to the con-
stellationsstel lations created by the rectangles circles and compartments of the
circle there seems to be an intentional grouping of symbols in the
first four columns in the first column for instance one can see five
perhaps six sets five or six in column two four in column three and

two or three in column four these groupings have been ignored in
the whitmer text and the published versions these groupings may
prove to be critical to the translation process

finally several complex or compound characters in the hofmann
text have been transformed in the other versions into two or three and
sometimes more individual characters three examples stand out
first the third character in the second column is clearly a unified
symbol in the hofmann manuscript but is dismembered into four
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separate elements in the other sources compare characters three
through six in line two of the whitmer text and the same in the

I1 74r&
hofmann document whitmer text

published versions A second example is the butterfly shaped figure
in column three just above the center fold of the hofmann
manuscript in the whitmer text this figure has less detail and has
been divided into three elements that look like the number 206 if
the 2 and the 6 were moved over and attached to the 0 the figure

As i

hofmann document whitmer text

would more nearly match the hofmann version A third example in-
cludes the series of elegant symbols between the vertical rectangle and
the circle in column five these are not reproduced at all in the
whitmer text but they are in line three of the printed versions see
figure 99. the graceful symbol at the top has been segmented into
three or four parts in the hofmann manuscript the F shaped
character above the long horizontal line with the nine hash marks
below it is attached to that line forming one large figure however
in the published versions it is split into two this series is upside
down and backwards in the reproduction in the proprophetjethet

j
im nn ww ywaw

hofmann 1844 placard the prophet
document stick ofjoseph 21 dec 1844

figure 9 comparison of symbols
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it is not clear whether this fragmentation process is a case of poor
copying or whether it was someones attempt to study the individual
components of the marks regardless there is a unity to them that
was not known until the new discovery in summary when compared
with the other available versions the hofmann document is its own
proof that it was diligently copied it also becomes its own best
witness that it is the manuscript described by professor anthon and
consequently the original made by byjosephjoseph smith it should be much
more useful in solving the mysteries of translation

the new manuscript also appears to be a source for the other
copies with two exceptions the same symbols appear line for line in
both the hofmann and whitmer manuscripts at the top left of the
hofmann document and on down the column are the same characters
that appear on the top row from left to right of the whitmer text
this pattern holds for the first four columns and rows of the two
documents

scholars have observed that the last three lines of the whitmer
manuscript are much smaller than the first four lines some thought
this was simply a matter of available space however the change in
size is more likely due to the fact these figures are copies of those in
the fifth column of the new document which are proportionately
smaller than most of the other characters on it see figure 10.10io the
two texts match up in the following order for the fifth column

1 the material in the vertical rectangle matches all but the last two
characters of the fifth line of the whitmer text 2 those in the com-
partmentspartments of the inner circle beginning at the top and reading from
left to right are identical with the last portion of line five all of line
six and about one sixth of line seven of the whitmer text 3 the
figures from between the circles beginning with the first one to the
right of the fourth bottom compartment and proceeding clockwise
coincide with nearly half of line seven of the whitmer text 4 the
characters in the horizontal rectangle are the same as the remainder of
line seven 22 note that the large figures between the vertical rec-
tangle and the circle were not included in the list because they are not
on the whitmer text however they are in line three of both 1844
published versions

other details of the hofmann document that are missing are the
last two and one half characters on the bottom of column one 23

these figures are found in the unique UL shaped configuration on

22therhethe author is indebted to mark W hofmann for sharing the results of his research comparing the
documents

231nin july 1980 hofmann visited the RIDS library archives and was permitted to examine the whitmer
text he concluded that the characters had not faded or been broken off but simply were never there
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1
aw1w

lj21 1 A
1844 placard L
stick ofjoseph

hofmann the prophet
document figure 11 21 dec 1844

both published versions at the end of line one see figure 11 final-
ly it is evident that the characters of the printed versions generally
resemble the whitmer text more closely than they do the new
manuscript except for a few details on specific symbols and the
nonrepeatednonrepeaternonrepeated elements mentioned earlier in summary this evidence
points to the conclusion that the hofmann document was the
ancestor of both the whitmer text and the published renditions the
unique features in the printed texts which are not found in the
whitmer text can be explained only by the hofmann document

THE LANGUAGE OF THE characters

the language in which the characters are written has long been of
interest to students of the history of the book of mormon joseph
smith was inclined to allow the book to speak for itself on the matter
moroni said we have written this record according to our
knowledge in the characters which are called among us the reformed
egyptian being handed down and altered by us according to our
manner of speech he said that hebrew was not used because the
plates were too small and he made it clear that none other people
knoweth our language therefore he god hath prepared means for
the interpretation thereof mormon 932 34.3454 this theme was
often repeated in a note accompanying his publication of the title
page of the book of mormon in june 1829 E B grandin said the
book was written in ancient characters impossible to be interpreted
by any to whom the special gift has not been imparted by
inspiration 24 this message was implicit in dacd&c 9 and explains why
oliver cowdery failed in his efforts to translate in 1835 oliver wrote
that the language cannot be interpreted by the learning of this
generation 25 in 1843 joseph smith explained to james arlington

wayne sentinel june 1829 quoted in robert hullinger mormon answer to skepticism why
joseph smith wrote the book ofmormonof mormon st louis clayton publishing house 1979 p 87

25 messenger and advocate 2 october 18318355 198
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bennet that he translated the book of mormon from hieroglyphics
the knowledge of which was lost to the world 26

nevertheless scholars students of the book of mormon and
naysayersnaysayers alike have theorized about the origin of the characters mar-
tin harris asserted that professor anthon told him they were egyp-
tian chaldaic assyrianassyriacAssyriac and arabic 27 anthon on the other hand
described them in his correspondence as anything but egyptian
hieroglyphics to him they looked more like greek hebrew and
roman letters 28

since the early days numerous other hypotheses have appeared
in the early 1940s ariel L crowley found 121 parallels between the
characters on the whitmer text and various forms of egyptian
writing but some were not convinced by his work 29 crowley and
others also observed parallels with mesoamericanMesoamerican scripts such as
mayan one writer even found similarities between phoenician
writings and the characters 30 more recently some mormon scholars
have compared them with a nubian corruption of egyptian called
meroitic 31

in 1910 charles A shook critically described the symbols as
deformed english rather than reformed egyptian and conclud-

ed that the book of mormon was a fraud pawned off by joseph
smith his conclusion was based on his claim that he had found in
the whitmer text all the arabic numerals from one to zero as well as
sixteen parallels to the english alphabet he wrote the fact is that
joseph smith in drawing the transcript employed different kinds
and styles of english letters changing a few of them to make the im-
posture less observable 32

contemporary critics have abandoned linguistics for the occult
dr asael lambert a longtime student ofjosephofjoseph smith and of magic
believes that certain books of magic and astrology were the inspira-
tion for the transcript 33 lutheran minister robert hullinger argues
that there are parallels between the characters and a secret
alphabetical code of the masons the reverend hullinger would
have us believe that joseph smiths connection with such writing

26joseph smith to tojamesjamespamesfames arlington bennet 13 november 1843 cited in reply of ofjosephjoseph smith to the let-
ter ofjofaof A B odanofaoft n house new york R bedlockhedlock & T ward 1844 p 12

27hcHC 120
sec2sceascesee hns 18 and 19
29 29crowleycrowley about the book ofmormonof mormon ppap 16 26 originally published as a three part series in the im

provementproprovementerasementvement enaeraerw from january through march 194219424545 14 15 58 59 76 80 124 25 150 51 182 83

3jajJ M sjodahl book of ofmormonmormon characters improvement era 27 december 1923 146 48 sjodahl
quotes dr augustus le plongeronplongeonPlongeon who believed the characters bore resemblance to phoenician

adanieldaniel3daniel ludlow professor at BYU prepared a handout entitled A comparison of the anthon
transcript with a type of reformed egyptian in which this parallel is drawn copy in possession of author

31 shook cumorah revisited ppap 53839538 39
asaelasaei C lambert papers marriott library university of utah salt lake city
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came when he supposedly visited the home of george and lucinda
morgan harris in far west missouri in 1828 not only has the
reverend hullinger not demonstrated that the harrises had the book
or that joseph saw it there assuming lucinda morgan harris had a
copy because she was the widow of the famous antimasonanti mason william
morgan but also he makes a mistake in the date of josephs visit
predating it by a decade joseph smith was not in far west until
18381858 there is another problem of dates the book which joseph
smith is supposed to have seen in 1828 and used in obtaining inspira-
tion for the characters was not published until 1829 34

the most recent effort to identify the language of the script has
emerged since the discovery of the document soon after its
discovery a copy of the hofmann document was sent to barry fell
professor emeritus at harvard university within weeks he reported
that the language is from arabic and that he had found the key to the
decipherment of the text in ancient north african lybianlabian code books
his study and translation are to be published in volume 9 of occa-
sional papers of the epigraphic society arlington mass

to accept all the theories put forth one would be compelled to
believe that the book was derived from the writings of solomon
spaulding ethan smith and a host of other source books similarly
the candidates for the language of these symbols include various
forms of egyptian mayan phoenecianphoenician books on necromancy
masonic alphabets deformed english lybianlabian code books and
egyptian texts supposedly available in the manchester new york
library it is unthinkable that the anthon transcript was inspired
by all of these and it is equally unlikely that unanimity will be
reached on any of these theories certainly church critics will con-
tinue to try to prove that the characters were derived from some
source other than that which joseph smith said they were and pro-
ponents will likewise continue to seek verification of joseph smiths
claim

significance OF THE DOCUMENT

doubtless the significance of the document will increase with
time its importance is likely more historical than theological

14 14hullingerhullinger mormon answer to skepticism ppap 91 94 98 99 and fnsans 104 and 105 on p 99 even if
the harrises had the book the burden of proof that joseph actually looked at it is on hullinger alfred L

bush curator of collections ofwestern america at princeton university has graciously provided me copies of
david bernards light on masonry A collection ofodallailallait the most important documents on the subject of
speculative freepreesreefyeeetee masonry utica NY william williams printer 1829 the book in question I1 have
examined it and found only superficial parallels in a few instances
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however it will provide additional evidence for some theological
historical problems for instance considerable debate has centered
on why martin harris went to new york with these characters in the
first place and exactly what documents he took with him unfort-
unatelytunately martin harriss and professor anthonsanthensAnthons accounts differ at
critical points but the new document substantiates anthonsanthensAnthons descrip-
tion and demands that new consideration be given to his story

the prophecy of isaiah 2911 12 has long been associated with
the visit to charles anthon

and the vision of all is become unto you as the words of a book that is
sealed which men deliver to one that is learned saying read this I1
pray thee and he saith I1 cannot for it is sealed and the book is
delivered to him that is not learned saying read this I1 pray thee and
he saith I1 am not learned

scholars have asked the question did joseph smith want martin
harris to go to new york with the express purpose of fulfilling this
prophecy or did he even know of it at the time in the 1838 pub-
lished version of the story JS 2 which has become part of the official
LDS history joseph does not mention the prophecy specifically but
quotes martin who uses the ianlanlanguageollaatiaoilaae of isaiah according to martin
professor anthon doubted the existence of divine aid in bringing
forth the gold plates and demanded the return of his certification of
the authenticity of the characters joseph quotes martins description
of what followed

I1 accordingly took it out of my pocket and gave it to him when he took
it and tore it to pieces saying that there was no such thing now as
ministering of angels and that if I1 would bring the plates to him he
would translate them I1 informed him that part of the plates were
sealed and that I1 was forbidden to bring them he replied 1 I cannot
read a sealed book 35

at this point there is some confusion because oliver cowdery
lucy smith and edward stevenson all state that joseph sent martin
harris to the east to fulfill the prophecy oliver even said that moroni
so directed the prophet 36 but in an 1832 account joseph smith says
that martin harris received a revelation in which he learned that he
must make the trip to fulfill the prophecy 37 regardless of who

HC 120
36forfor cowdery smith and stevenson respectively seesec oliver cowdery messenger and advocate 1

february 1835 80 lucy M smith history ofjosephof joseph smith by his motherlucymother lucy mackmaci smith salt lake city
stevens & wallis 1945 p 119 edward stevenson reminiscences of the prophet joseph smith and the
coming forth odtheoftheof rhetherge bookbooiboog ofmormonof mormon salt lake city published by author 1893 ppap 28 29 as cited in
william E derrettberrett and alma P burton readings in LDSIDS history from otsOtioriginalginal manuscripts 3 vols salt
lake city deseret book 1953 143

37 37cheesmancheesman accounts relating to joseph smiths early visions appendix D p 131
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originated the mission the question remains why was it necessary
opponents ofjoseph smith claim that it was just a scheme to satisfy
martins doubts so that he would finance the publication of the book
of mormon 38 others say the mission was to give the learned a
chance to translate it and if they failed the world would be left
without excuse for not accepting the divine inspiration of the book
once the untutored farm boy had translated and publishedpublisheditit 39 the
hofmann document does not resolve these questions but the note on
the reverse side if it were written shortly after the trip as it seems to
have been 40 would be the earliest connection between the trip and
the prophecy

for now it may simply be enough to suggest that the importance
of the document lies in the fact that it is the earliest known mormon
document and also the earliest known joseph smith holograph 41

caution must be taken in assessing what it does and does not say
about the book of mormon but it is one more piece of the puzzle a
piece that suggests that joseph smith did what he said he did copy
some characters and give them to martin harris to take to new york

while the new discovery does answer some important questions
like most other discoveries of this nature it also raises a plethora of
new questions that demand answers why were the characters be-
tween the vertical rectangle and the circle left off the whitmer
transcript but included in the published versions why was the for-
mat changed from a vertical one to a horizontal one in subsequent
copies why were the groupings of characters the details of the
characters and the rectangles and circles ignored in the copies why
was the whitmer transcript produced was it a copy for a printer or
does it represent the copy made by mr dikes a suitor of miss lucy
harris to assuage her mothers opposition to their marriage as told by
lucy smith42Smith 42 or is it a second generation copy this discovery also
raises the question about the existence of a second document the
supposed translation of these characters which martin harris said he
took with him to new york moreover it would be nice to know the

3sreverendreverend wesley P walters asserts thatjosephthat joseph smith added the same prophecy of isaiah to the book of
mormon so that it would appear to refer to joseph as the translator of the record wesley P walters

whatever happened to the book of mormon eternity may 198011980 ppap 32 34
39thisthis was oliver cowdery s view he said lortorfor thus has god determined to leave men without excuse

and show to the meek that his arm is not shortened that it cannot save messenger andadvocateand advocate I11 february
1835 80

41mat40that the note was written shortly after martin harris returned is deandeanjesseesjesseesjessesJessees opinion based on the
similarity of ink in the note to that of ofcharacterscharacters on the front of the document andjosephsand josephs style of ofsignaturesignature
and script

41againagain on the authority ofdeanjesseeofdcanjessee he also feels that all indications are thatjosephthat joseph smith wrote the
word caractorsCaractors at the top of the whitmer text and that this manuscript is in the prophets hand however it
is very difficult to be positive of a sample of handwriting when it contains only one word

ducylucy M smith history of ofjosephjoseph smith p 120
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provenance of the 1668 bible and the document beyond salt lake ci-
ty and carthage illinois where did the characters come from the
big question of course which is beyond the historians pale is what
do the characters represent and mean mormonscormons and non mormonscormons
alike will continue to search for the answers and to learn more in the
years ahead of the significance of this amazing discovery
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and yet another copy
of the anthon manuscript

buddy youngreen

when mark hofmann announced his find of an anthon
manuscript I1 remembered seeing in the eva grace smith madison
photograph collection a small photograph of another anthon
manuscript the photograph collection was given to me in 1973 by
forrest P madison her grandson eva grace was the sixth child of
alexander hale smith who was the sixth child born to joseph and
emma smith

this print was made by warnky s art studio in independence
missouri sometime between the fall of 1879 when F C warnky
moved to independence and 26 march 1892 the day eva grace died
at age eighteen

we do not know the whereabouts of the original document from
which this print was copied but a comparison of the print with texts
discussed and photocopied in the bachman article in this issue of
BYU studies shows significant differences particularly in composi-
tion and arrangement of the traditional characters also there is a
paraphrasing of isaiah 2911 12 rather than a direct quote from the
biblical verses

we have not been able to determine whose handwriting appears
at the top and bottom of this print exactly when warnky printed it
or the real importance of the item itself however the very presence
of this additional copy of the ancient characters in a collection of
photographs from independence tells us that the chapter on the an-
thon manuscript is not completed

buddy youngreen is the executive secretary of ththe josephejoseph smith sr family organization although he is not
a blood relative of the family formerly anam associate professor at the pasadena playhouse college of theatre
arts he has produced and directed over one hundred stage productions in california utah wyoming col-
orado arizona and idaho he is a charter member of the association of latter day media artists ALMA
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one of the martin company

dian saderup

the cart was green timber that warped
split spilled her home on the silt
north bank of the platte the iron
cookpancookvancookpan tentclothtentcloth mamas welsh carved
music box tinkling in the mud

flow gently sweet then it stopped
herricks took the soiled stiff bedding
hundred pounds weevil rottedcotted grain
fifty of beans a shank of salt beef
she put in a company supply wagon
carried the baby etta
in a makeshift sling on her waistwaist
when the sand wore through her
thin soled ankle shoes rubbed the balls
of her feet raw at night she tied
rags on them tight to squeeze the pain
whispered im going there im going there
pulled the rags tighter september
the air went frost at night
the tarpaulin and three blankets
did not stop the cold etta cried
from cold she kissed the baby
with cracked lips warmed the forehead
pressed the body tight between her breasts
and listened to wolves the first snow
came in skiftsseifts thin crusted over frozen
wagon ruts and three opened graves
of summer immigrants scattered
broken bones white with brittle snow

dian saderup is an english major at brigham young university
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then the snow came hard she walked on
clubbed numb ankles etta tied
to her waist small fingers blue then
white then hands feet the frost crawled
into knees into infant thighs
she rubbed the baby with a blanket
with snow wrapped her in arms
that night beneath the tarpaulin
beside the sweetwater and listened
to the wolves cry till light when
anna herrick came pried away the stiff body
spooned the snow with a soup ladle
buried etta wagons jolted her
over frozen october wyoming
her mind in gentle spasms
going there going there down
the willow gullies of the wasatch
to a desert not gone yet to roses
where a city creek midwife
and her husband sawed the white feet
turned black wrapped the stumps in linen
that did not squeeze the pain

it is all right now the midwife said
over and she sat close by for some days

touching the womanscomans hair forehead
spooning her tea and milk soppedcopped bread
listening one morning she first spoke
whispering hoarse with voice cords raw
from that time in bitter air
I1 lost my mamas music box
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times of refreshing 1820

allie howe

A wisp of the new morning
washes across his face
and turns him
to wooded temples

the way along
winged harbingers lighten above
through among back and before
As alert anxious buds
await nativitiesnativities
under his boot and on
dark leaf mold dew dampened patient
A teeming earth secures
hearing his step
the stone beside quickens
to its rolling
and the showered clean air
ecstatic
freshens millennia past
whispers everlastings

ancient in days the awakening mother
lifts
against his supplicant knees
and a breath above
reigning all the space around

the holiesthollest of holies
unveil

and joseph supscups from their presence

allieauieaule howe is an associate professor of english brigham young university
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sons of the martyrs
nauvoo reunion 1860

buddy youngreen

0 god let the residue of my fathers house ever come up in remem-
brance before thee and stand virtuous and pure in thy presence that
thou mayest save them from the hand of the oppressor and establish
their feet upon the rock of ages that they may have place in thy house
and be saved in thy kingdom even where god and christ is and let all
these things be as I1 have said for christs sake amen

joseph smith jr
december 18 18331

that the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith and his brother patriarch hyrum
smith were martyredmartyred by a mob at carthage jail in june 1844 is a
well known fact A lesser known fact is that their brother samuel
harrison smith first missionary for the church also died a martyrs
death as a direct result ofhis attempts to aid his brothers while in car-
thage 2 the joseph smith sr family had always stood together in
their efforts to bring forth and establish the cause of zion in her
writings lucy mack smith mother of the martyrs clearly
demonstrates that members of the smith family not only possessed
close family ties strengthened by the gospel but they also recognized
in themselves a divine destiny 3

buddy youngreen isis the executive secretary of the joseph smith sr family organization although he isis not
a blood relative of the family formerly an associate professor at the pasadena playhouse college of theatre
arts he has produced and directed over one hundred stage productions inin california utah wyoming col-
orado arizona and idaho he isis a charter member of the association of latter day media artists ALMA
the author isis indebted to lyndon W cook instructorinstructor of church history at brigham young university for
valuable assistanceassistance inin the writing of this article

prayer by byjosephjoseph smith jr 18 december 1833 kirtland ohio as recorded by oliver cowdery 1 oc-
tober 183183518551855 inin patriarchal blessing book 2182 18 library archives of the historical department of the church
ofjcsusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives see alsojosephalsoaiso joseph
smith diary 27 november 1832 5 december 1834 entry for 18 december 1833

ab2bB H roberts history odtheof taethetad church ofjesusofjerusjesus caristchristcarest oflatterof latter day saints 2ndand ed rev salt lake city
desdeseretret news 1951 721372157 213215 221 22 see also deanjarmanDean jarman the life and contributions of samuel harrison
smith MAM A thesis brigham young university 1961 ppap 102 108

scesee lucy mack smith biographical sketches ofofjosephjoseph smith the prophet anahisandhisand hirhis progenitorsforprogenitors for many
generations liverpool for orson pratt by S W richards 1853 A summary oflucyof lucy s opinions concerning
familfamilyy solidarity for the cause ofofzionzion isis made clear inin her application for copyright ofotherher book inin 1845

1.1 an account of the many persecutions trials and afflictions which I1 and my family have endured inin bringing
fgorthforthrth the book of mormon and establishing the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints copyright
Rrecordscords illinois vol 18 august 1821 september 1848 copy inin possession of the author this same viewview
isis expressed by william smith brother of the martyrs inin patriarchal times andseasonsand seasons 15 may 1845
ppap 904 905
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sharing his mothers perspective the prophet joseph smith
viewed the smith family as the nucleus of latter day israel and
perceived his family solidarity as an essential supporting pillar of the
restoration joseph despaired at the notion of disunity A family
disagreement in 1835 prompted him to declare

my heart is pained within me because of the difficulty that exists inin my
fathers family the powers of darkness cast a gloomy shade over
the minds of my brothers and sisters which prevents them from seeing
things as they really are and the powers of earth & hell seem combined
to overthrow us and the church by causing a division in the family 4

the prophets fear concerning a family division proved prophetic
when the deaths of the martyrs removed the essential stabilizing ele-
ment from the flock

the western exodus of the mormonscormons in 1846 resulted in a
physical separation of members of the smith family the wives and
children of hyrum and samuel smith went west under the direction
of brigham young and the twelve apostles the prophets family
his brother william and his sisters sophronia katherine and lucy
and their families chose to remain behind because of ill health his
mother also decided against joining the western migration remaining
in nearly deserted nauvoo illinois

following this 1846 physical separation of the smiths a
theological split made itself manifest in the family chiefly among
the sons of the martyrs the reality of this split would come into
sharp focus in 1860

in many ways 1860 was a critical year up to that year the
primary reason for the division in the smith families had been the
eastern smiths refusal to join the western movement but in 1860
joseph smith 111IIIlii assumed the presidency of the reorganized
church and this involvement in the reoganizationreorganization sealed the separa-
tion of the smith families for more than a century

the year i8601860 also brought about temporary reuniting of the east
and west branches of the smith family in i8601860 the seven living sons
of the martyrs met each other in nauvoo in february john
hyrumshyrams eldest son went to nauvoo and met with his cousinsjosephcousins joseph

111IIIlii alexander hale frederick granger williams and david hyrum
the sons ofofjosephjoseph jr then in june joseph F hyrumshyrams youngest

son and samuel harrison bailey samuel H s only son stopped at
nauvoo on their way to england and met with these same cousins

sosephjoseph smith diary 22 september 1835 3 april 1836 entry for 1 january1january 1836 ppap 94 95 church ar-
chives
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it is the purpose of this article to show how these seven sons of
the martyrs reacted to meeting each other again after a fourteen year
separation

NAUVOO REUNION OF 1860

hyrum smiths eldest son john left salt lake valley
16 september 1859 with intentions of bringing his sister lovina
walker her husband lorin and their children to utah from
florence nebraska after his arrival in florence the young presiding
patriarch of the church proceeded to nauvoo and vicinity in february
1860 to visit other family members how long he remained and the
particulars of that visit are not known

but from memoirs we do know that joseph 111IIIili made his cousin
welcome at his nauvoo residence the prophet joseph smiths old
homestead their conversation undoubtedly centered around the
saints in utah the reorganization and plural marriage remember-
ing the occasion young joseph said

I1 recall clearly a conversation which took place between us in 1860
on the day before he started back west in soberness of spirit that
day he invited me to come out to utah and make them a visit I1 was
cutting wood in my yard at the time he made this request he standing
nearby and chatting with me

for a while we talked rather idly about the possibilities of such a
visit and then I1 asked him if he thought I1 should be safe in making it
he answered that he thought I1 would be and that I1 would be
courteously treated by the leaders out there then I1 asked him if I1

would be free to express my opinions to the people to which he replied
that he thought that would depend largely upon the circumstances and
places then I1 put this direct query

cousin john suppose I1 should visit salt lake city and should be
invited to speak from a public stand would I1 be safe in expressing my
opposition to the doctrine and practice of polygamy and plural mar-
riage and in freely stating my opinions in reference to them and their
origin

well cousin joseph I1 do not think you would be so foolish as to
speak against the doctrine in so public a place and manner as that and
in the presence of those who would be likely to be on the platform with
you

I1 dropped the axe I1 was using and with all the force and fire and
love of freedom which I1 had inherited from my new england ancestors
at once awake and alert in my soul I1 exclaimed cousinjohncousin john I1 am a
free man was born free and my opinions and my tongue are my
own and I1 am telling you that if I1 should be asked my opinion about
polygamy and stood in a pulpit along with brigham young himself 1I
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should speak it out plainly and unmistakably as I1 would to you here
and now

he looked at me steadily and thoughtfully a moment and then
said soberly 1 I think you had best not go out to utah yetyet5yeta 5

As he made his way back across iowa john heard rumors of plans
to place his cousin joseph III111ili at the head of the reorganization
after a few days of meditation john was filled with forebodings con-
cerning the step joseph was about to take he sensed that profit
making designs had motivated the advocates of the reorganization
and that these ambitious promoters were using his cousin for
unrighteous purposes cousin john wrote this warning to young
joseph on 3 april 1860

I1 have lerned something about that matter which we talked about while
I1 was there it is in the mouth of every body all most and I1 have seen
some of the parties and by what I1 can learn it is all a speculation and
they do not care a d for you only to make a tool of you to carry out
there schemes that they may get gain and I1 hope you will not take a step
in the matter without fully considering the importance of such a step
as for my part I1 cannot sanction any such thing for I1 fear it will leade us
in a difficulty that will bring a stain upon us the smith family wherein
we might suffer loss 6

had johns letter reached joseph in time it is unlikely that it would
have had its desired effect but as it was the letter arrived too late
and its warning went unheeded

although joseph III111ili himself retained some reservations by
5 march 1860 he had made a decisidecinidecisionon to become his fathers suc-
cessor on that date he wrote to william marks that he had deter-
mined to take his fathers place as the head of the mormon
church 7 on 4 april 1860 joseph III111 accompanied by his mother
emma left nauvoo for amboy illinois there on the thirtieth an-
niversaryniversary of the organization of the church he was chosen and sus-
tained president of the high priesthood and prophet seer and
revelator to those assembled 8

memoirs ofpresidentjosephpresidentjoseph smith 1832 1914 ed mary audentia smith anderson his daughter
in sainfsherald6saintfsaints heraldaherald6Herald6 november 1934 31july31 july 1937 28 april 1936 p 528 bound copy of original in posses-
sion of author

josophjoseph smith III111ili papers box pli library archives reorganized church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints independence missouri hereafter cited as RIDSRLDS library archives see also conversation between
george A smith and john smith regarding this letter in historians officejournaloffice journal 8 october 1860 church
archives

inez smith davis story of the church 7thath ed and2nd rev independence herald publishing house
1964 p 440

early minutes of the reorganization book 1 under date of 6 april 1860 RLDSRIDS library archives
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simultaneous with the proceedings of the april 1860 amboy
conference the 30th annual general conference of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints was in progress about forty mis-
sionariessionaries were called to labor in great britain and europe among
them were two of the martyrs sons joseph F smith youngest son of
hyrum smith and samuel H B smith the only son of samuel har-
rison smith they left salt lake valley for england on 27 april
1860 9

prior to leaving the rocky mountains joseph F wrote to his
brotherjohnbrotherbrothe johnrjohn in florence for information concerning nauvoo joseph
F was planning to visit that city of his youth and felt that any ad-
vance information concerning his kinsmen and the city would be of
value

johns return letter dated 18 april 1860 gave particulars concern-
ing his recent visit at nauvoo of major importance is isjohnsjohns percep-
tion concerning the nauvoo smiths although fourteen years had
separated them john felt the prophets family were basically still
mormonscormons except for their rejection of polygamy

well nauvoo is a desolate looking place the front or west end of the
temple is standing yet I1 had a tolerable plesent visit with the folks
altho I1 did not talk much I1 was very well treated they all appeared very
glad to see me and exprestexpress themselves sorry to see me gone away again
they all profess mormonism except poligamypolygamypoligamy there is considerable ex-
citementcitement in bluff city council bluffs about joseph 111iiiiliIII they are ex-
pecting him to come out there to take the leadership of a branch of the
church I1 do not know whether he will come or not I1 will know before I1

leave here to go home 10

after six weeks of traveling east the england bound missionaries
reached the missouri river arriving in florence on 8 june 1860
joseph F wrote in his journal

I1 met my brotherjohnbrotherBrothe rjohnjohn who came down to the states last fall for the pur
pos of visiting uncle josephs family and our relatives generally and
returning with our sister lovina walker and family this spring he was
in tolarabletolerabletolarable good spirits as also our sister whom I1 had not seen for 14

years samuel and I1 stopedscoped overnightover night herewithhere with john

taking ten more days to cross the state of iowa joseph F and
samuel arrived in montrose on 19 june and the following morning
ferried across the mississippi river to nauvoo of their arrival samuel
wrote we crossed the river to nauvoo where we saw our cousin

glinelifelipe ofofjosephjoseph F smith comp joseph fielding smith 2ndand ed salt lake city deseret book company
1969 ppap 196 97

john smith to tojosephjoseph F smith 18 april 1860 church archives
joseph F smith diary retrospective survey 13 april 1861 church archives
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joseph and the rest of the folks frederick alexander & david other
sons ofjoseph and emma smith 12

with the arrival ofofjosephjoseph F and samuel H B in nauvoo six of
the then seven living sons of the martyrs were momentarily reunited
after a separation of more than fourteen years details of this 20 21
june visit are preserved in the following letters written by joseph F
and samuel shortly after the events transpired

JOSEPH F TO HIS WIFE LEVIRA 28 JUNE 1860

when we rose in the morning I1 went down to the river and took a
good long look at poor old nauvoo it looked as natural to me as tho I1

had lived there my life timetime there stood our old barn and brick office
as they did 14 years ago unclejosephsuncle josephs big brick store looked as it did
when I1 saw it last in fact I1 could pick out nearly every spot that I1 had
known in childhood and you may well suppose that thoughts rose to
my mind that are easlereasier felt than discribeddescribed

we crossed the river about 9 oclockamoclock am and landed just in front
of the old stone house which stands yet and I1 could not see that it is

very much impaired by neglect and long standing

we walked down the river past the old steam mill took a good
look at the old printing office where uncle don carlos lived stopedscoped a
moment in front of where our old house stood and looked at the office
the barn and the little brick out house where I1 shut myself up to keep
from going to prison as I1 supposed you have heard me speak of it I1

think often went to unkle josephs old house where joseph is living
found him at home he shook us warmly by the hand and I1 think felt
unfeigned pleasure at seeing us he welcomed us and enquired after
the wellfairtellfairwellfair of the saints in the valley and of the health and prosperity
of all the relations after chatting a few minutes we went over to the
mansion where we found fredrick & allicksanderAllicksander who greated us as
cordially as didjosephdid joseph old man bideman13Bideman13 seemed to feel no great
pleasure at seeing us which we had expected of him after having goan
through with an introduction to those presant & answard some ques-
tions and made some enquiries &cac &cac we were envitedinvited in to dinner
after dinner fredrick took us in to his mother shee appeared to have
forgotten samuel14Samuel14 but me she said she would have known any where
because I1 looked somuchsamuch like father aunt emma seemed very cold and
distant we had some little conversation tuchingfuching the situation of the
people in utah and the disposition manifested by government toward
them

samuel H B smith diary mission departure synopsis 20 june 1860 church archives
emma3emmaaemma hale smith widow of the prophet joseph smith married lewis crum bidamon 23 december

1847 see hancock county marriage record book carthage courthouseunhouseCo carthage illinois book al
1829491829 49 p 105 entry 1242

4jtit is strange that emma would not have recognized samuel since he had been in nauvoo sometime dur-
ing 1856 1857 on an eastern states mission and had visited her at that time
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we then in company with fredrick and alexander walked up to
the ruins of the temple and where the old bueryingbuerlingBuerying ground was some
traces are left of it the old masonic hall stands alone and looks
deserted bro heber C kimballsKimballs house looks fresh and good we
did not learn who were living in it also bro brighamsBrighams house I1

remembered it as soon as I1 saw it it looks old we returned and went
thro our old barn and talked freely with the boys of times gon by after
supper we had some conversation with cousin joseph on mormonism
and the step that he is taking ie the reorganization we expressed
ourselves freely to him and in return he did the same it being late
however we did not continue long our conversation joseph received a
letter from uncle william smith from which we learned that he
had sowenbowen his wild oats &cac and that he was farming now for a liv-
ing 15 when we went to beadjosephbead joseph lighted us up stairs and before
going down related to us a couple of visions which he had had and
wished us to remember what we dreamed that night I1 dreamed
altho I1 was very tyerdtyers and sleepy of catching a great lot ofoffishgishfish some
were large and some were small I1 had trot lines set and some one
tryedaryed to steal them from me but I1 caught them in the act and for fear
they would steal them I1 took them up and fished with a rod & line I1

told joseph my dream in the morning but he said nothing 16 after
breakfast joseph envitedinvited us out and said if we wished to ask him any
questions he would answer them if he could and if he could not he
would wait till he could we asked him what his feelings were toward
the people at salt lake he said his feelings were good toward them and
he wished them well but he believed they were in darkness on some
things owing to the teachings they have had & the influancesinfluences that sur-
rounded them we asked if he believed the doctrines they taught were
right he said he believed they were but one but that they were
abused by those holding authority we told him our feelings in regard
to the authorities of the church and bore our testimony to mormonism
he was glad we felt so well but hoped that we should think differuntlydifferently
before long on some things he sais that he is not concerned at all as to
the result of the step he is taking he does not claim to have had any
thing of importance revealed to him still he sais he has something to
reveal in the proper time and place that is very singular to him but did
not speak to us as tho there was any great importance attached to it he
spoke of the defileingdefileing of the temple believed it was defiled by the
authorities and in conciquenceconciquence of their sins and transgressions they

I1

i william smith brother of joseph smith jr was rebaptized into the IDSLDS church in 1860 bybyjJ J
butler in a letter to brigham young william smith talked about joining the saints in salt lake see
brigham young office journal 14 may 1860 brigham young collection church archives see also
D michael quinn mormon succession crisis of 1844 byustudiesBYU Studies 16 winter 1976 205205fnanfn 5454. itwasetwas
not until 9 april 1878 that william smith was received into fellowship in the RLDSRIDS church history odtheoftheof nhethe
reorganized church ofjesusof jerusjesus christ of latter day saints 1873 1890 4212 until his death on
15 november 1893 he was affiliated with that group

for additional and varying accounts ofthisorthisof this dream see andrewiensonandrew jenson historicalhistoricalrecordsaltrecord saitsalt lake ci-
ty published by author 1887 6 may 1887 190 joseph F smith quoted in letter ofjohnof john R young to
mrs vesta pierce crawford undated crawford papers J willard marriott library university of utah salt
lake city young letter quoted in raymond T bailey emma hale wife of the prophet joseph smith
MA thesis brigham young university 1952 appendix 4
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were driven from nauvoo and brought coursingsCoursings wrath indignaindigena
tionseions and judgment upon them believes the people to be in bondage
and opressedoppressed by the authorities

he sais he is not afraid but what he will come off right and that he
will take no counsel but from god for the lord ifhe has a work for him
to do will make his will known to him before he will to any body
else

As samuel is writing to cousin geo A smith the particulars of
our visit with joseph I1 will proceed with a short discription of our visit
farther ahead when we returned to the mansion to bid the folks good
by aunt emma came to me andsaidandraidand saidsald joe you are going a
wandering are you

I1 thought a moment and said I1 suppose we will wander
some before we ged home again she said 1 I suppose you have
done conciderableconsiderable of it I1 told her I1 had done some she asked me
then if I1 liked it better than I1 did to stay at home I1 told her my natural
feelings would be to stay at home and she turned away and as she
went towards the house said 1 I hope the time will come when we can all
stay at home giving me no time to say any more 17

SAMUEL H B TO HIS COUSIN GEORGE A SMITH 11 JULY 1860

we visited nauvoo and saw the young prophet for I1 suppose that is

the name he goes by having been ordained by his father previous to his
death and called by the spirit of late he steps forth to do a work but
what that work was to be we didentaident find out only he intends to be dic-
tated by the spirit in all things and whether the work was grate or small
it mattered not with him he intends to leave the result with the
lord he sais he holds to every principle in the church but one plural
marriage and that he sais he cannot uphold and sustain with the
knowledge that he has and said that he didentaident believe his father ever
taught and practisedpracticed that principle which would do to talk to someone
else better then to us for any one that knows any thing about mor-
monism at all knows better then that by the testimony of thousands
whose testimony no one has a right to deny according to the way that I1

understand it it is evident thatjosephthat joseph has been under the influence of
his mother altho he sais that his mother has never tried to influence his
mind one way or the other but has let him take his own course that
may be to and her influence works in a nother way so that it would
have as much weight as though she was to converse with him personally
on the subject and I1 dont know but a great deal more he sais that the
spirit has been working on his mind dering the last two years and he has
felt all the timerimedime as though he had a work to do but it appears that his
mind has been so formed against the principle of polygamy that the
spirit has failed in removing its fromationfromarionfromationmarionmadionmaddonmatlon formation but he told us
that if he should come to understand it to be a true principle that he

17joseph F smith to levira A smith 28june28 june 1860 church archives joseph F smith married his first
cousin levira A smith half sister of samuel H B smith on 5 april 18518599 life of ofjosephjoseph FE smith p 196
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would imbraceimbruce it but untill then he could not he further stated that
one day as he was pondering over in his own mind why he didnotdidiot go to
salt lake that he felt his fathers hands upon his head and then he
thought the reason why he didentaident go and he told us a circumstance of
his seeing his father he said that one day he went up stairs to show
some persons his fathers likness and after they had all turned and
stepped out the door he turned around towards the likness and he saw
his father he then told us of two or thre other visions he had had
and give us to understand that he had something else to reveal in its
proper time and place but spok as though he didentaident atachadach any very
great importance to it but he said it was very strange to him we found
him to be affable and kind we found no truble in getting him to con-
verse with us freely and he expressed himself in a very candid manner
he said he didentaident feel like blaming us for the corse we were persuingpersaingpersuing
and said he thought we would come out all right and spoke as though
he thought we would view things different some time I1 think he is sin
cier and I1 have some faith in his coming out strait in the end that is in
seeing his position more clearly then he does at the present altho I1 dont
know how clear he can see but I1 have a great deal more faith in him
then I1 have in some of his followers for instance marks 18 it appears
that unclejosephuncle joseph was suspicious of jest such men as marks when he said
if he should reveal some things that had been revealed to him that jest
as good a man as marks would cut his throat I1 shouldentshouldestshouldent think that
joseph 111rilriiilliiiIII111 would have any thing to do with such men it must be that
he is not aware that they are such for if he was I1 can hardly think that he
would without he intends to mold them over and make better men of
them but then it seams to me that it is useless for him to undertake
to accomplish what his father failed in accomplishing well to cut it
short it seems to me as though salt lake was the place for him to go but
I1 suppose he knows his own bisiness best aunt emma was pretty much
the same as she use to be she has that same way about her which is very
strange I1 think we all have our ways and especially her 19

JOSEPH F TO HIS COUSIN GEORGE A SMITH 22 AUGUST 1860

after stopingsloping overnight with joseph we came out to mcconnahConnahmccannahMc

mcdonough co and spent a week with arthur sophrona and
catherine and a small branch of the saints held two meetings with
them and did some tall preaching to them and before we left we got
them to think very differantlydifferentlydifferantly of a great many things they all seemdseema to
feel very shy aboutjosephsabout josephs step ie assuming the presidency of the
reorganization at the same time they seemed to want it to be right I1

could see that they were very fearful of his success tho I1 believe they
did hope earnestly that he would proovegroove successful in the undertaking
and I1 do most earnestly hope and prey that what he is now doing may
prove a guideboardguide board to mark the error of the way and turn him to the
right course my feelings never were worked upon as they were after

william marks was a former president of the nauvoo stake
samuel H B smith to george A smith 11 july 1860 church archives george A smith was a first

cousin to the martyrs he was an IDSLDSils apostle and church historian at this time
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parting with joseph I1 felt grieved to think he was so determined in his
oppinionspinionsop about the people of utah that he could not look at them as
they were and shake off the influences of evil reports and pre concieved
notions and ideas yet I1 felt that surely god would remember him for he
seemed sincearsinchar and earnest he did not tell us much in regard to what
he was going to do nor what he had done he seemed sanguin of suc-
cess & was perfectly resigned said he would do all he could and leave
the result with god and farther he felt sure that he would accomplish
the work he has begun I1 hope he may and it will prove to him the
right way

I1 am inclined to think that they all thought better of me when I1
left them than they did when I1 came and that is a source of satisfaction
to me and I1 thank god that I1 have been privaladged to see them all
and instrumental in doing them some little good 20

observations ABOUT THE 1860 NAUVOO REUNION

joseph F left nauvoo with many impressions regarding his visit
impressions that would linger with him throughout his life in his
own words they were easier felt than described 21

samuel made one of the most astute observations of that 1860
reunion when he noted that his aunt emma had played a major role
in influencing the doctrinal concepts of her children he observed
that the sons of his uncle joseph had had their minds formed to a
greater degree by the silence his aunt had maintained than by what
she had actually said he recorded we all have our ways and
especially her emma 22

joseph F and samuel made little mention of visiting with their
cousins david alexander and frederick this is especially surprising
since their 20 june visit was fredericks twenty fourth birthday since
none of joseph illsIIIsliislils brothers had affiliated with the reorganized
church in 1860 it is probable that the cousins conversations
amounted to the usual kind of small talk that makes no lasting im-
pressionspressions

duringjohnsduring johns visit to nauvoo earlier in 1860 he enjoyed a closer
relationship with his cousin alexander than did either his brother
joseph F or his cousin samuel after extending an invitation to
joseph III111ili to come out to utah john invited his cousin alexander to
do the same alexander smith was willing to come west with
me john reported if he could obtain his mothers consent

however emma breaking her usual silence declared that no child

2020josephjoseph F smith to george A smith 22 august 1860 church archives
21joseph21joseph F smith to levira A smith 28 june 1860 church archives
22 samuel H B smith to george A smith 11 july 1860 church archives
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john and joseph F smith david H smith
patriarch and president missionary

circa 1896 circa 1862

samuel H B smith alexander andjosephand joseph smith III111lilliiillili
missionary patriarch and president
circa 1874 circa 1901



ofothershers should ever be permitted to go to salt lake 23 in spite of the
factors that kept them apart john and alexander had much in com-
mon they were kindred spirits indeed for each would be the
presiding patriarch of his church

years of separation before and after 1860 would also bring
about a paradoxical bond between the cousins joseph F and joseph
111IIIlii this bond was destined to place an almost unbearable strain
upon their relationship for each would be the president of his respec-
tive church but despite increasing problems between them joseph
F retained a favorable recollection of his cousin joseph and their
nauvoo visit in september 1860 joseph F wrote of joseph 111IIIililii

he is determined and resiluteresoluteresilute he evinces a strong and immutibleimmutable minde
and will and is calm & thoughtful he is well spoken of and much
respected by all that know him in his moral and political Chacharacterractor
he is unspotedunspitedunspoted 24

josephs reaction to his cousin joseph F during their 1860 re-
union remains somewhat of a mystery in his extensive memoirs dic-
tated the last few years of his life joseph 111IIIililii mentions only that he
saw and had an interview with joseph F 25 extant diaries ofofjosephjoseph 111IIIlii
also fail to record any reference to joseph F s or samuels 20 2211 june
visits 26 the only clues we have to the true feelingsjosephfeelings joseph III111ili formed
towards his utah cousins in 1860 are found in letters and statements
he made later

LATER REACTIONS

john was serving a mission in denmark in 1863 when his brother
joseph F and cousin samuel returned home from their missions in
great britain joseph F and samuel retraced their 1860 route east as
they made their way back to the salt lake valley but they did not see
their cousin joseph III111ili on this journey in a 14 august 1863 letter to
john joseph 111IIIlii told of the return of his missionary cousins and
shared personal feelings with john regarding family and destiny

when the bonds of natural affection have swayed in our minds we
find that we are all more or less alike and that differences of opinion if
any exist are not such differences as to create a sundering of natural
ties

conversation betweenjohnbetweebetween njohnjohn smith and george A smith as recorded in historian s officejournaloffice journal 8 oc-
tober 1860 church archives

24joseph24joseph F smith to F A H F mitchall 22 september 1860 church archives
25 25memoirsmemoirs saintsherald24saints herald24Herald 24 march 1936 p 367
26 diaries26diaries kept bybyjosephjoseph smith 111IIIililii while serving as president of the RLDSRIDS church are located in the RLDSRMS

library archives
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joseph and samuel both have passed on their way to the valley
and I1 saw neither and had of course no opportunity to talk with them

josephs health is not good but samuel is as I1 am told a stout hearty
strongman

I1 am told that you are studying and trying to make up for the
neglect with which you inin common with the rest of the smith
family have been visited god help you john stick to it read study
learn to weigh things for your self assert your manhood and I1 warrant
me the spirit of your father will burn in your bosom open your eyes
john look all around you and extend charity to all who do not think just
as you do I1 am so well pleased by what I1 have heard of joseph and
samuel since I1 came out here last night that I1 am led to rejoice for I1 can
see the dawning of the day when the sons of our fathers will stand
shoulder to shoulder in the war of truth with error as stood our fathers
in bygone days 27

fifty one years later iniftintinn 1914 a blind deaf and eighty one year
old joseph III111ili was living out his last few months as the only surviving
child ofjoseph and emma he sent a poignant and prophetic letter
to his cousin samuel that echoed the same kind of sentiments regard-
ing kinship contained in his 18631865 letter to john

by letter I1 learn of your extreme illness which seems to be the
premising of your early departure from this life I1 use the word early
departure with the idea that it is nearer than the years you may have
passed would seem to indicate notwithstanding we may have dif-
fered in regard to religion touching the faith and personal conduct my
love and regard for you as a member of my fathers family has never
wavered I1 have always regarded you with affection and relationship
love and you still hold that position in my affections and will under
divine providence whatever may be the issue

I1 seem to know for some reason that the providence that has
looked over us both so long will not permit a much longer continuance
of life for either and that you will proceed me 28 my prayer is therefore
that you may retain your faculties to the last and trustful in divincedevince sic
mercy you may pass into the beyond as it is written of some of the old
time fathers

with malice toward none and charity for all I1 am
your cousin and friend

joseph smith
ias2ias29iasa

2727josephjoseph smith 111IIIlii to john smith 19 august 1863 original in possession of LDSIDS patriarch eldred G
smith salt lake city

samuel H B smith died 12 june 1914 joseph smith III111ili died 10 december 19191414

joseph smith 111IIIlii to samuel H B smith 29 may 1914 written by his son israel alexander smith copy
of original in possession of author
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ironically after concluding his letter to samuel with malice
toward none and charity for all joseph III111ili president of the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints had
somewhat uncharitable last words for his cousin joseph F president
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

1 I havent an enemy in the world that I1 know of unless it be one and
some might consider him my enemy he referred to his cousin of
similar name then president of the church in utah and after a pause
added and deep down in his heart he knows I1 have been right in this
controversy all alongalong3030

biographical SUMMARY

the sons of the martyrs nauvoo reunion during february and
june of 1860 involved seven young men ranging in age from fifteen
to twenty seven the sons ofofhyrumhyrum smith john and joseph F
were twenty seven and twenty one years old respectively the only
son of samuel harrison smith samuel H B was also twenty one
years old the sons ofofjosephjoseph smith jr were joseph 111IIIlii age twenty
seven frederick G W age twenty four alexander hale age
twenty two and david hyrum age fifteen

hyrumhyrams s sons

the sons ofofhyrumhyrum were deeply involved in church work by 1860
john smith was ordained the presiding patriarch of the church in
utah on 18 february 1818555 5 and as such functioned as a prophet seer
and revelator for fifty six years dying on joseph smith illsIIIslilsliisilis birthday
6 november 1911

joseph F was a veteran missionary for the church having spent
nearly four years on an assignment to the hawaiian islands during his
first mission and in 1860 was on his way to his second mission this
time to great britain joseph F was called to the apostleship and as a
counselor in the first presidency 1 july 1866 when he was twenty
seven years old he served the church in those callings during the
administrations ofbrighamofbrigham young john taylor wilford woodruff
and lorenzo snow in 1901 he was sustained as president of the
church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints and served seventeen years
until he died in 1918

30mary5maryamary audentia smith anderson ancestry and posterity of joseph smith and emma hale in-
dependence herald publishing house 1929 ppap 576 578
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samuels son

by 1860 samuel H B was also a veteran missionary his first
mission took him to the states in the east in 1856 when he was eigh-
teen years old after being transferred to england he was called
home from that mission in 1857 in april 1860 he was called with his
cousin joseph F to serve a second mission in great britain

joseph jr ss sons

the only son of the prophet officially engaged in church work in
1860 wasjosephwas joseph 111IIIliilil he was president of what became known later as
the reorganized church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints he like
his cousin patriarchjohnpatriarch john was called that year to function as a proph-
et seer and revelator but in a different church

frederick granger williams smith died on 13 april 1862 he
was twentyfivetwenty five years old his brother alexander was grieved and
perplexed that frederick had died without baptism but found com-
fort in the doctrine of baptism for the dead that his father had
taught

satisfied of the necessity of baptism for the living and com-
forted by the evidence of its possibility for the dead alexander
hale smith was baptized on 25 may 1862 by josephbyjoseph III111 31 after alex-
ander was baptized he functioned alternately as missionary apostle
counselor in the first presidency and presiding patriarch in a long
life of service to his church

david hyrum smith was baptized into the reorganization
26 june 1861 he served his church first as missionary and then as
counselor in the first presidency david was a prolific poet and
chastised his brother frederick for failing to stand up with his
brothers and be counted in the cause of the reorganization he en-
titled his poetic chastisement an apealabeal to my brother frederick
when on his sick bed david was seventeen years old at the time

remember brother dost thou not
what mother used to say
or are her conselsconsolsconselo all forgot
her teachings thrown away

there is evidence that alexander believed in baptism for the dead as taught by his father and that this
belief motivated his own baptism see biography of alexander hale smith ed vida elizabeth smith his
daughter journal ofhistoryof history 4 january 1911 14
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remember 0 how inocent
our early years were passed
shall we when mothers life is spent
neglect our god at last

remember how she taught us five
in faithfulness to pray
that god would guard us through the night
and watch us through the day
oh did we think when ere we read
the bible holy book
in after years that in to it
wed be ashamed to look

0 shall we stand above her grave
and in our conscience say
that on lifes road we have not walked
As mother showed the way
you know how righteous she has been
through all her weary years
lets turn to her example then
lest we repent with tears 32

david became ill and after several years of physical and mental ill-
ness joseph III111ili committed him to the northern illinois hospital for
the insane in january of 1877 33 david spent the last twenty eight
years of his life there

conclusion

the sons of the martyrs were at once heirs of promises and victims
of circumstances set in motion at the deaths of their fathers it was
obvious to all believers in the restoration that god had not brought
about the great work of the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times
simply to have his purposes thwarted however the objective of the
adversary to divide and conquer seemed for a time to find its best
expression in the activities of these same martyrs sons

it seems unthinkable that men who died for a cause could have
sons that would not live up to the principles of that cause and yet
there appears to be reason to rejoice even in that george 0 can-
non a member of the LDS first presidency best summed it up in
1884

david H smith diary 1853 1864 entry for 17 february 1862 RIDS library archives
33inin the matter of david H smith an insane person warrant to commit david H smith to the

northern illinois hospital for the insane 17 january 1877 documents located at kendall county court-
house yorkville illinois copy of original in possession of author
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joseph F smith samuel H B smith john smith

SONS OF THE MARTYRS

IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

joseph smith III111ili david H smith alexander H smith



there may be faithful men who will have unfaithful sons who may not
be as faithful as they might be but faithful posterity will come just as I1
believe it will be the case with the prophetjosephsprophet josephs seed todayto day he has
not a soul descended from him personally in this church but will
this always be the case no just as sure as god lives just as sure as god
has made promises so sure will some one of joseph smiths posterity
rise up and be numbered with this church it may be delayed in
the wise providence of our god but these promises are unalterable
god made them to tojosephjoseph during his lifetime and they will be fulfilled
just as sure as god made them 34

there are no parallel promises concerning the descendants of hyrum
or of samuel harrison found in the history of the reorganized
church

the simple truth is all that remains in 1844 the martyr fathers
died united but by 1860 their sons were living divided the prin-
ciples of the restoration brought lasting peace to the martyrs but it
later brought a sword to the sons the earlier fear of the prophet
joseph for his brothers and sisters now applied to his sons and
nephews for they were prevented from seeing things as they really
are and the powers of earth & hell had combined to overthrow
the church by causing a division in the family 3355

of the seven sons of the martyrs to be reunited at a fork on the
gospel road at nauvoo in 1860 one would soon pass away while the
remaining six would journey along divergent paths into the twentieth
century

photo credits
page 353355 SamuesamuellHH B smith LDS church archivesjohnArchivearchivessJohnjoanjohn smith ralph G smith
collection joseph EF smith buddy youngreen collection group photo of ofjosephjoseph
smiths sons lynn E smith collection
page 363 john andjosephundand joseahjoseph F smith ralph G smith collection datishdavidhdavid H smith
lynn E smith collection samuel H B smith LDS church archives alexander
andjosephundand joseph smith III111ifflilililuhluu gaciagracia N denning collection
page 369 joseph F smith LDS church archives samuel H B smith LDS
church archives john smith ralph G smith collection joseph smith HIiffluhluu buddy
youngreen collection david H smith lynn E smith collection alexander H
smith buddy youngreen collection

george Q cannon in journal of discourses 26 vols uverEverliverpoolpoolpooi franklin D richards et alai
1854 1886 25367 see also letter written to joseph smith III111ili in 1886 by LDSIDSins apostle john henry smith
wherein he declared the promise made to your father that in him and his seed all of the families of the
earth should be blessed dacd&c 12458 cannot fail if you and your brothers fail to come forward and per-
form your part god will raise up through your children or childrens children seed that will yet honor all of
his laws and sustain every principle being mighty among the saints for your fathers words will not fail
john henry smith letterbookLetter book 28 april 1886 p 522 marriott library university of utah

3535josephjoseph smith diary 1 january 1836 church archives
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the xanthinesXanthines
coffee cola cocoa and tea

clifford J stratton

the following case history provides a vivid illustration of the ef-
fects of gross xanthine abuse

an ambitious 37 year old army lieutenant colonel was referred
from a military medical clinic to a psychiatric outpatient facility because
of a two year history of chronic anxiety the symptoms which oc-
curred almost daily included dizziness tremulousness apprehension
about job performance butterflies in the stomach restlessness fre-
quent episodes of diarrhea two or three loose stools per day and
persistent difficulty in both falling and remaining asleep scores on the
hamilton anxiety scale were significantly elevated he was unable to
delineate any precipitating factors but he did note that one year
previously the symptoms were accentuated by the arrival of a new boss
who expected a 12 to 14 hour work day from his subordinates

three complete medical workups had been negative two dif-
ferent series of drugs over a fourteen month period had produced no
relief in reply to questioning from the psychiatrist he described
consuming at least 8 to 14 cups of coffee a day my coffeepot is a per-
manent fixture on my desk he also frequently drank hot cocoa
before bedtime to relax an average cup of cocoa contains approximately
250 mg of theobromine another xanthine derivative furthermore
his soft drink preference was exclusively colas 3 to 4 a day total caf-
feine intake thus approximated 1200 mg a day see table 1

he responded with incredulous cynicism when informed that caf-
feine toxicity might be causing his symptoms consequently he was in-
itially unwilling or unable to limit his intake of coffee cocoa and
colas when symptoms persisted however he voluntarily reduced his
daily intake of caffeine and four weeks after his initial visit he reported
distinct improvement of his longstandinglong standing tremulousness loose stools
and insomnia his job apprehension continued unabated to re-
inforce a cause and effect relationship he was challenged with large
doses of caffeine for several days in succession he experienced a

clifford J stratton is an associate professor of human anatomy at the university of nevada reno school of
medicine

appreciation is expressed to lynn stirling a graduate student at the university of nevada reno school of
medicine for his assistance in preparation of the manuscript
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prompt recurrence of symptoms until the pattern of consuming large
doses of caffeine again ceased scores on the hamilton anxiety scale
obtained three months later were significantly lower 1

the spectrum of xanthine usage ranges from this kind of very
serious abuse to abstention or the occasional consumption of
chocolate and cocoa products coffee cola drinks or tea between
these extremes are found all combinations of xanthine consumers
with most people in the world using these drugs every day of their
adult lives and the majority possibly abusing them 2 for example
the per capita consumption of coffee in america is three and one half
cups per day an average intake of from 350 to 525325 mg of caffeine
even 50 to 200 mg of caffeine per day is considered medically a
physiologic dose that may produce side effects two major phar-
macologymacology medical school texts3 refer to doses of caffeine exceeding
250 mg as significant so two cups of coffee or tea contain a clinical-
ly significant dose of this drug and taking even a single cola drink can
produce a minor stimulating effect and subsequent depression

the purpose of this article is to identify what the xanthinesxanthines are
and where they are found how they act on our bodies why people
use them and what our knowledge of them says about the word of
wisdom

WHAT ARE THE XANTHINES AND WHERE ARE THEY FOUND

caffeine theobromine and theophylline are three alkaloids that
occur in many plants throughout the world because they are so
closely related both chemically and in their actions on the human
body they are collectively called the xanthinesxan thines from earliest times
man has made food solids and beverages from the extracts of plants
that contain these substances 4 table 1 illustrates some common
dietary sources of xanthinesxanthines A close examination of the table reveals
that there are significant quantities of these drugs present in many
popular commodities

coffee is derived from the seeds of coffea arabacaarabica and its related
species according to legend arabian shepherds reported that

aj1jJ F greden anxiety or caffeinism A diagnostic dilemma AmeTamericanican journal of ofpsychiatrypsychiatry 131
1974 1091

21bidbid p 1092

I1 C ritchie central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXan thines in pharmacological basis of
therapeutics ed L S goodman and A gilman new york macmillan co 1975 chap 19 ppap 367 78
E B truitt the xanthinesXan thines in drills pharmacology in medicine edaedpedj R dipalma 46th ed new york
mcgraw hill 1971 ppap 82 98 547 49

4gag E vailvallvalivailavailjJ A phillips L 0 rust R M groswold and M MmjustinmmustinMJjustinustin foods an introductory col-
lege course boston houghton mifflin co 1973 ppap 82 84 encyclopaedia britannica chicago william
benton pub 1974 4811 818 and 1816
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goats that had eaten the berries of the coffee plant gamboledgamboled and
frisked about all through the night 5 an arabian priest in a
monastery obtained the plant and became the first known person to
make and drink a beverage from it allowing him to undergo long
nights of prayer 6 the coffee shrub produces a fruit called a cherry
that contains two oval coffee beans these are dried hulled roasted
and ground instant and freeze dried coffee are produced by extract-
ing ground coffee with water and freeze drying the extract by drying
itit on a drum in a vacuum or by spraying it into a heated chamber
decaffeinateddecaffinated coffee is obtained by steaming green coffee and treating
it with a chlorinated organic solvent which dissolves out nearly all the
caffeine coffee contains the xanthine caffeine see table 1

cocoa obtained from the seeds of theobroma cocoa was used in
the new world long before columbus it grows as a bean in pods
seven to twelve inches long each containing from thirty to forty beans
seeds the beans are removed allowed to ferment for several days

dried and hulled the resulting nibs are ground into a semi-
liquid paste called chocolate liquor the liquor solidifies to a
hard brown block when cooled and is sold as baking chocolate or bit-
ter chocolate milk chocolate for candy bars is made by adding milk
sugar and flavorings and sweet chocolate for cooking is made by
adding only sugar and flavorings sometimes the liquor is squeezed
in a hydraulic press to remove the cocoa butter the defatteddefat ted residue
is the common cocoa used to make hot cocoa drink and also used
in manufacturing confectionsconvectionsconfections as well as pharmaceutical and cosmetic
preparations cocoa that has been treated with alkali to produce a
less acid flavor is called dutch chocolate cocoa and chocolate
contain the xanthinesxanthines theobromine and caffeine see table 1

tea is the national drink of most of the human race being most
popular in asia the middle east and the united kingdom the
beverage use of tea probably started in china long before the birth of
christ tea is the dried leaves of theathea sinesis an evergreen shrub
the young unopened leaf bud is considered the highest quality
black tea is made by rolling the leaves after they have withered and
are soft the rolling releases enzymes that cause chemical reactions
within the leaf and oxygen is taken up as a result the leaves are
spread out in order to absorb a maximum of oxygen they are then
heated and dried to be ready for use for green tea the leaves wither
and are rolled but are immediately heated and dried instant tea is

ritchie central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXanthines p 367

ibid
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made in much the same way as instant coffee tea owes much of its
flavor to the complex mixture of more than twenty substances that
make up the tanninsfannins it contains tea contains the xanthinesxanthines caffeine
theophylline and theobromine see table 1

codacolaco flavored beverages contain an extract from kola nuts ob-
tained from the cola acuminateacuminataacuminata tree carbonated beverages were
first made by early europeans to imitate the popular and naturally ef-
fervescent waters from famous springs that were reputed to have
therapeutic value today carbonation is achieved by cascading the
chilled beverage mixture in thin layers over a series of plates in an
enclosure containing carbon dioxide gas under pressure cola drinks
contain the xanthine caffeine see table 1

HOW DO THE XANTHINES ACT ON THE BODY

xanthinesXan thines have both good and bad effects on the body and
these effects are generally determined by the size and frequency of
dosage anyone who has experienced the distress of a headache and
has had the pain alleviated by an aspirin compound that included
caffeine see table 1 can attest to the advantages of the proper
medical use of the xanthinesxanthines but anyone who has activated a
stomach ulcer from daily doses of caffeine can attest to the bad effects
of improper use of the xanthinesxanthines

the correct use of xanthine drugs continues to be a major con-
tributiontribution to the improvement of life caffeine and theophylline are
widely prescribed today by physicians for example caffeine in com-
bination with sodium benzoate is used as a stimulant and
theophylline in combination with EDTA dilates the I1lungung bronchioles
theobromine was fairly popular as a medication inin the early 1900s
but its use has since declined 17

although xanthinesxanthines are best known to the layperson for their
stimulating and pain relieving effects let me briefly summarize all
their known pharmacological properties in man both good and bad
including some of their less obvious medical contributions the
following information is taken from the pharmacology textbook cur-
rently used in most medical schools18schools18 and from the scientific
literature table 2 summarizes their relative actions and lists the
unit prescription dose

ac7cC J dorfman and M E carvilejarvileJarvile comparative stimulant and diuretic actions of caffeine and
theobromineMeoneo bromine in man clinical pharmacology and therapeutics 11 1970 878711

lireritchie central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXan thines ppap 367 78
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1 brain and spinal cord 19 caffeine and theophylline are
powerful central nervous system stimulants they stimulate all por-
tions of the cortex of the brain resulting in greater sustained intellec-
tual effort and a more perfect association of ideas reaction time is
diminished muscle activity is increased and there is also a keener ap-
preciation of sensory stimuli

if a person has become depressed by barbiturates or other drugs
caffeine or theophylline may be administered to speed up breathing
to an acceptable level since they act on the respiratory center of the
brain

overindulgence or abuse of the use of caffeine and theophylline
products leads to chronic xanthine poisoning which may produce
the following symptoms diarrhea dizziness apprehension
restlessness a high level of anxiety and a ringing or hissing noise in
the ears

2 cardiovascular systems 20 all three xanthinesxanthines have a power-
ful action on the heart and blood vessels xanthinesXanthines cause the blood
vessels that feed the brain to constrict decreasing both the blood flow
and the oxygen tension of the brain this action is responsible for the
striking relief from headaches obtained from xanthine consumption
note in table 1 that almost all prescription medications over the
counter analgesics and cold preparations contain significant amounts
of caffeine for that purpose

all of the xanthinesxanthines stimulate the heart directly to increase the
force of contraction the heart rate and the output theophylline is a
valuable drug in the emergency treatment of heart failure where the
heart is filled with blood due to a venous obstruction because the
xanthinesxanthines dilate the blood vessels that nourish the heart causing in-
creased blood flow they are used in the treatment of coronary artery
disease and other coronary insufficiencies

large doses result in tachycardia a rapid beating of the heart
over 100 beats per minute continued stimulation occasionally
results in permanent heart irregularities such are sometimes en-
countered in persons who use caffeine beverages to excess 21

awW9w sprugel P mitznegyMitz negy and F helmheirnheim the influence of caffeine and theobromine on locomotive
activity and the brain gmpcamp ratio in white mice biochemicalbiochemicalpharmacologypharmacology 26 1977 1723 24 A
M poisner direct stimulant effect of aminophyllineAminophylline on catecholamine release from the adrenal
medulla biochemical pharmacology 22 1973 469 474 75

T de gubareffgubareffandand W sleatorsleaiorjrjr effects of caffeine on mammalian atrial muscle and its interac-
tion with calcium journaljournalofpharmacologicalofPharmacological anyandandexperimentaltherapeuticsexperimental therapeutics 148 1965 205 208 M L
marcus C L skelton L E grauer and S E epstein effects of theophylline on myocardial mechanics
americanjournalamerican journal of ofphysiologyphysiology 222 1972 1361 65 D M fowellFowelfowelljfowellslJJ A winslow V P sydenstrickerSydenstricker and
N C wheeler circulatory and diuretic effects of theophylline isopropanolamine archives ofinternalof internal
medicine 83 1949 150 57 and F A maccornack the effects of coffee drinking on the cardiovascular
system experimental and epidemiological research preventive medicine 6 1977 104 19

2 ritchieRitchiechic central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXan thines p 369
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3 smoolsmooth muscle 32 the xanthinesxan thines particularly theophylline
relax the smooth muscles that surround the bronchioles the air tubes
that go to the lungs they are used to relieve respiratory distress
especially in the treatment of certain cases of bronchial asthma

4 skeletalskeletalmusclemuscle 33 caffeine and theobromine strengthen the
contraction of the voluntary muscles of the body eg arm and leg
muscles resulting in an increased capacity for muscular work abuse
may result in shaking or trembling

35 kidneys 34 theobromine and theophylline increase the pro-
duction of urine and are sometimes used as diuretics overuse causes
more frequent urination

6 gastric secretion 35 moderate doses of caffeine increase the
amount of acid secreted into the stomach repeated daily doses of
caffeine have been shown to contribute to ulcers for this reason ex-
cessive use of coffee and cola beverages is a concern to many physi-
cians abuse of these stimulants may also cause nervous or butter-
fly stomach

7 body metabolism 36 the xanthinesxanthines cause an increase in the
basal metabolic rate they increase the amount of energy produced by
the cells ingestion of 500300 mg of caffeine about four cups of
coffee see table 1 increases the basal metabolic rate ten percent to
twentyfivetwenty five percent however the effects are not seen until a few
hours after the drug is taken As would be expected this stimulation

221bidibid p 374
23 23sprugelsprugel Mitzmitznegymit2negynegy and heirn the influence of caffeine and theobromine ppap 1723 24
24aA goldstemgoldsteingoldsteiGoldstem G kaiser and R warren psychotropicPsychotropic effects of caffeine inin man journal ofcharofpharof phar

mycologicalmacologtcalmacologicalmaoMacological anyandexperimentalandexperimental therapeutics 150 1965 14

25dede gubareffgubareffandand sleator effects of caffeine on mammalianMammahan atrialamalamai muscle p 205

ritchie2ritchiefritchie central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXan thines p 368
27 27sprugelsprugel Mitzmitznegymit2negynegy and heirn theibe influence of caffeine and theobromine ppap 1723 24
2 ritchie central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXan thines p 368
29 29poisnerpoisner direct stimulant effect of Aminoaminophyllmeaminophyllinephylline ppap 474 75

3omarcusmarcus skelton grauer and epstein effects of theophylline on myocardial mechanics ppap
1362 63

3fowellfowell winslow Sydensydenstrickersydensmckerstricker and wheeler circulatory and diuretic effects of theophylline
isopropinolamineisopropanolamme p 153 ritchie central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXan thines p 369

A R dowell effect of aminophyllineammophyllineAminoAmmophylline on respiratory center sensitivity inin chayne stokes respira-
tiontion and inin pulmonary emphysema newnewenglandjournalofmedicineenglandjournalEnglandjournal ofmedicineofMedicine 273 1965 1450

33 marcus33marcus skelton grauer and epstein effects of theophylline on myocardial mechanics ppap
1362 63 goldsteinGold stem kaiser and warren psychotropicPsychotropic effects of caffeine inin man p 14 sprugel mitz
negy and heirn the influence of caffeine and theobromine ppap 1723 24

34 34ritchieritchie central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXanthines p 371
355J A roth A C ivy and A J atkinson caffeine and peptic ulcer journal odtheoftheof nhethenge american

medicalassociationmedical association 126 1944 814 20 H L bockus ed gastroenterology philadelphia W B saunders
co 1974 151315151 513515 M H sleisenger and J S fordtran peptic ulcer pathogenesis gastrointestinal
disease pathophysiologyPatho physiology Didiagnosisgnosis andafanagementand management philadelphia W B saunders co 1978 p 814

ritchie3ritchic central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXan thines ppap 367 78
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is usually followed by a period of sluggishness or mild body depres-
sion

just as the correct use of the xanthinesxanthines can be greatly beneficial
their abuse can damage the body overindulgence leads to a condi-
tion described as chronic poisoning the case history presented at
the beginning of this article is an example in chronic xanthine
poisoning it may be that only some of the symptoms the man in that
case experienced will be evident simultaneously but in some in-
stances there may be several additional symptoms A few or several
of these symptoms may be manifested even in persons who ingest on-
ly small quantities of xanthinesxanthines

A certain degree of tolerance and of psychic dependence ie
habituation develops even in those individuals who do not par-
take to excess but only moderately ingest xanthinesxanthines 37 it is not sur-
prising therefore that the withdrawal from xanthinesxan thines by individuals
habituated to them usually results in a withdrawal headache 38

the headache is at first localized but then becomes a generalized
throbbing pain it is sometimes accompanied by nausea nasalsinusnasal sinus
congestion depression drowsiness and a disinclination to work 39

there is little doubt that the popularity of the xanthine
beverages results from their stimulant action 40 figures I11 and 2 il-
lustrate the united states per capita consumption of the xanthinesxanthines A
person who ingestsinfests colas coffee tea or chocolate in order to ex-
perienceperience a temporary increase in intellectual effort andor muscle ac-
tivity should understand the consequences of his action not only
will he experience a longer time period of decreased efficiency later
he will also run the risk of habituation more importantly he will be
exposing most of the vital organs of his body to the drug because he
does not feel the increased heart rate dilation of heart vessels the
decreased blood flow and oxygen tension of the brain the increased
gastric secretion nor the increased body metabolism but only
observes the stimulation and the diuretic effect the price only ap-
pears small he would never think of needlessly taking even one dose
of a drug that adversely affected so many body organs much less tak-
ing the drug several times each day besides the consumption of

371bid371ibidbid p 376
38aA goldstein and S kaizer psychotropicPsychotropic effects of caffeine in man III111ili A questionnaire survey of

coffee drinking and its effects in a group of housewives clinical pharmacology and therapeutics 10
1969 487 A goldstein S kaizer and 0 whitby psychotropicPsycho tropic effects of caffeine in man IV quant-

itativetitative and qualitative differences associated with habituation of coffee clinical pharmacology and
therapeutics 10 1969 496

3939gredengreden anxiety or caffeinism p 1090
ibidlbibidid ppap 1089 92
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both caffeine and theobromine in a chocolate bar to increase mental
and voluntary muscle activity eg for typing is self defeating
theobromine neutralizes much of the caffeine effect 41

A well nourished body has no unnatural cravingsclavingscravings and provides
optimum intellectual effort and muscle activity without the ingestion
of drugs often xanthinesxan thines eventually become toxic to people who
have come to rely on their use in order to be efficient however after
withdrawal symptoms and a week or so of feeling fatigued they
report that they feel more alert and efficient without the drug than
they were while under its influence 42

because theobromine unlike caffeine and theophylline only
slightly stimulates the central nervous system some people incorrectly
assume that its other effects are minimal this has resulted in the in-
gestion of cocoa and chocolate by people who refrain from caffeine
and theophylline in tea coffee and cola drinks As early as 1939 in
an article appearing in the journaljournaloftheofthe american medicalmedicalassociaassoriaassocia
tion 4433 a question concerning the use of cocoa and chocolate was
answered in considering cocoa as a beverage for children it should
be regarded as a stimulant similar to coffee today as a result of
many years of research and clinical experience with the xanthinesxanthines it is

known that theobromine is more potent than an equal amount of caf-
feine in causing heart stimulation dilation of heart vessels smooth
muscle relaxation and diuresisdiuresis44is4444 see table 2

many people are aware that cola drinks contain a harmful drug
but because they do not know the quantity of that drug they ra-
tionalizetionalize that it must be in such small quantity that they can ingest
significant amounts without effect yet many cola drinkers readily
admit to the mental and physical pickuppick up obtained from a cola
drink when they are tired or even slightly fatigued

many of the soft drinks on the grocers shelves contain caffeine
see table 1 note per capita consumption of soft drinks since 1900

has increased quite dramatically as seen in figure 1 per capita con-
sumption of soft drinks in 1942 was approximately one and a half
12 oz bottles or 18 ounces per week in 1978 the most recent com-
plete figures it was more than five times that figure eight 12 oz02
bottles or 96 ounces per week per person this would have been 627
soft drinks a year per person and 539339559 or six out of every seven drinks

4sprugelsprugel Mitzmitznegymkznegynegy and heirn the influence of caffeine and theobromine ppap 1723 24 ritchie
central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXan thines p 368

4gredengreden anxiety or caffeinism p 1091
43citedcited in L D widtsoeWidtsoe how to be meltwellredtitcsaltsaitsalt lake city deseret book 1943 p 94
44ritchicritchie central nervous system stimulants the xanthinesXan thines p 368
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figure 1 united states per capita consumption of soft Drinksdrinks4545
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contained caffeine a total of 17800 mg 47 the lethal oral dose of
caffeine to man is 3000 to 10000 mg depending on an individuals
size weight etc but this would need to be a single dose of course
there are many americans who do not consume cola drinks meaning
that the average caffeine consumption among cola drinkers was
significantly more than 17800 mg that year and this frequently
was in addition to coffee tea and cocoa product consumption

the two most popular soft drinks in the united states from 1973
through 1978 contained approximately 65 mg and 43 mg caffeine
per 12 oz02 serving respectively48respectively48 see table 1 note these two soft
drinks continue to sell more than twice as many units as do all the rest
in the top ten put together 49 in 1978 the sales of these two drinks
contained 2781000000000 mg of caffeine 50 the total amount of
caffeine consumed in america annually in all cola containing soft
drinks has not been determined but it has been significantly greater
than this two and a half trillion mg per year since seven of the ten
top selling soft drinks in the united states contain caffeine 51

recently released figures demonstrate that americans between
the ages of twentyfivetwenty five and forty four are the major purchasers of
cola containing beverages in 1977 that age group spent 13151.313 billion
on cola drinks as opposed to 221010 million in the under twentyfivetwenty five
age group 52

HOW DOES CAFFEINE AFFECT CHILD hyperactivity
BIRTH DEFECTS AND CANCER

recently the federation of american societies for experimental
biology recommended that the food and drug administration
remove caffeine from the generally recognized as safe list for food
additives the food and drug administration would then specify
limited conditions under which caffeine could be used 53

many of my pediatrician colleagues counsel their young patients
to minimize consumption of or to abstain from xanthine products
since drug potency is related to body weight to an adult weighing
150 ibslbs a cup of instant coffee or a can of cola beverage could give

consumption of soft drinks by company 2 april 1976 FDA ponders caffeine ban 21 aprilapra
1979 tables on per capita consumption and top ten drinks 18 may 1979 and soft drink sales remain at
record levels despite softening economy 4 april 1975 beverage industry edjohn C maxwell jr new
york the maxwell division wheat first securities inc

bunker and mcwilliams caffeine content of common beverages p 30
49 beverage industry 4 april 1975 p 1 and 21 april 1979
localculated from fnsans 47 and 48

beverage industry 21 april 1979
52ibid52 bidibid 18 may 1979 p 28
31bidsibidbibid
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about 1 mg caffeine per kilogram of body weight in a very young
child the cup of chocolate or candy bar would give the same propor-
tion of caffeine to body weight when this child drinks a can of cola

caffeine intake is comparable to an adult drinking 4 cups instant
coffee A nursing mother should be aware that caffeine passes into
her milk and that this could have a stimulating effect on her infant

restlessness irritability sleeplessness and nervousness are some
of the symptoms of xanthine induced child hyperactivity 54

xanthinesXanthines might also affect the fetus in the united states each
year about one in seven pregnancies ends in stillbirth miscarriage a
malformed infant or a similar reproductive problem due to various
causes including xanthine abuse last year the center for science in
the public interest located in washington DC wrote to 12500
obstetriciansobstetric ians and gynecologists and 1500 midwives urging them to
advise pregnant women not to consume caffeine 55 the concern is
based on several human and laboratory animal studies which
demonstrated that caffeine may be responsible for a variety of birth
defects delayed fetal development 56 missing fingers and toes 57

disruption of the normal fetoplacental unit 58 and an effect on some
cellular processes of the fetus 59

one study on caffeine and pregnancy will be of particular in-
terest to the readers of BYU studies A retrospective study was con-
ducted in which 75 percent of the population studied were members
of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints of the pregnant
women who had consumed at least 600 mg caffeine per day 94 per-
cent lost their babies to spontaneous abortion stillbirth or
prematurity with death within forty eight hours only 22 percent of
the women who had zero daily caffeine consumption lost their
children although there were probably other factors affecting the
data such as lack of smoking and alcohol consumption the re-
searchers concluded the results of the survey do suggest that a daily

54 bunker54bunker and mcwilliams caffeine content of common beverages p 31
51 51associatedassociated press consumer group urges warning on use of caffeine in pregnancy new york

times 18 november 1979 p 32
51pP E palm E P arnold P C rachwallRachwalrachwalljlJJ C leyczek K W teague and CCJJ kenslerkcnslerkansler evaluation

of the teratogenic potential of ereshfresh brewed coffee and caffeine in the rat toxicology andappliedpbarandappliedphar
cacologymacologymacology 444419781978 1 16 LI1 borideborlceborlde M F lechat A BoBouckbouceuckertertcrt and C misson lelecatelecafecafe factcurfacteur de risquebisque
pendant la Grosgrossessegrosscsscsesse louvain medicine 97 1978 279 84

576groupcgroupeu adetudedetudcdeaude des risqucsrisquesbisques teratogdnestcratogenes tcratogencsct&atogdnese experimentaleexperimentalcExperimentalealcaie etude de la camminecaffine chez la
souris trempertrempirtherapiatherapa 24 1969 575 80

58eE F gilbert and W R pistey effect on the offspring of repeated caffeine administration to preg-
nant rats journaljournalofreproductionofReproduction and fertility 34 1973 495 99

59pP S weathersbee and J R lodge alcohol caffeine and nicotine as factors in pregnancy
postgraduate medicine 66 1979 165 71
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caffeine intake of 600 mg or greater may predispose a woman to
reproductive difficulty 60

with so many common compounds proving to be carcinogenic
it is not surprising that caffeine would be tested to see whether it too
is carcinogenic the tests show there is no direct evidence that caf-
feine causes cancer in humans 61 however fibrocystic breast disease
a benign condition recently has been linked to caffeine consump-
tion when twenty afflicted women abstained from caffeine thir-
teen experienced a remission of all symptoms 62

A report published last year 1979 stated that from 20 to 30 per-
cent of all americans ingest 500 600 mg of caffeine a day and 10

percent may consume more than 1000 mg a day 63 the food and
drug administration will soon release the results of a lengthy study it
has undertaken on the effects of caffeine the preliminary reports in-
dicate that the findings will strongly confirm the suspected hazards 64

WHY DO PEOPLE CONSUME LARGE quantities OF
XANTHINE containing FOODS IF THEY ARE NOT HEALTHFUL

there are three basic reasons people use foods containing large
amounts of the xanthinesxanthines primarily people are uninformed much
of our knowledge about the xanthinesxanthines has come about only within the
last decade and it takes time to spread scientific information this
knowledge must counter the fact that people enjoy consuming xan-
thine products in practically every culture in the world xanthine
beverages play important cultural social roles the british cup of
tea and the american coffee break are well established cultural
mores

second the stimulant effect and the undesirability of the
withdrawal symptoms felt when intake is interrupted also promote
sustained consumption

third and of very significant importance in the developed coun-
tries is the sustained massive advertisement by companies that
market these products figure 2 illustrates the per capita consump-
tion of coffee cocoa products and tea in america note that the
yearly per capita consumption since 1940 of coffee cocoa products

P S weathersbee L K olsen andjanda R lodge topics in primary care caffeine and pregnancy A
retrospective survey postgraduate medicine 62 1977 64 69

61jJ timson how harmful Is your daily caffeine new scientist 78 1978 736 37
625J P minton M K focckingjfoeckingj T webster and R H matthews caffeine cyclic nucleotides and

breast disease surgery 86 1979 105 109
635J F greden coffee tea and you the sciences 19 1979 6
64rR reinhold caffeine quandary illustrates FDAs plight new york times 8january 1980 ppap cl
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and tea has not changed dramatically a slight decrease for coffee
and cocoa products and a slight increase for tea figure 2

demonstrates the dramatic increase in the united states per capita
consumption of soft drinks from 1900 to 1978 much of this change is

the result of increased and more effective advertisement through
massive media exposure the american public has been led to believe
these products are desirable for example in 1978 the latest
available figures 410 million were spent on the television advertise-
ment of confectionary and soft drinks including chocolate confec-
tionary and cola drinks this compares with 313 million for all beer
and wine commercials and 103 million for all insurance adver-
tisementstisements using the same media the 410 million figure in 1978 was
almost twice the amount 220 million spent in 1975 just three
years earlier 65 in 1979 more soft drinks were consumed than milk
and juices combined 66

WHAT IS THE relationship BETWEEN
XANTHINES AND THE WORD OF WISDOM

As latter day saints we need to understand how modern proph-
ets have interpreted the lords counsel that hot drinks are not for
the body or belly 67 joel H johnson an early member of the
church who was with the prophet joseph when the word of wisdom
was received in 1833 recorded in his journal an interesting sermon
that the prophet gave five months later

1 I understand that some of the people are excusing themselves in
using tea and coffee because the lord only said hot drinks in the
revelation of the word of wisdom

the lord was showing us what was good for man to eat and drink
now what do we drink when we take our meals

tea and coffee Is it not
yes tea and coffee
then they are what the lord meant when he said hot

drinks 68

patriarch hyrum smith speaking to a congregation in nauvoo
almost nine years later reiterated that interpretation there are
many who wonder what this reference to hot drinks can mean

65 65calculatedcalculated from US bureau of the census statistical abstract of the united states 1979 p 596
66 66beveragebeverage insIndindustryushy 18 may 1979

doctrine1713octrine and covenants salt lake city the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 1921 899
685as6s H johnson voice atomfromftomhrombrom the mountains salt lake city juvenile instructor office 18811881 p 12
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whether it refers to tea or coffee or not I1 say it does refer to tea and
coffee 699

dr john A widtsoeWidtsoe an LDS apostle and a chemist of inter-
national reputation was an early authority on the word of wisdom
he thought the lord purposefully used the term hot drinks rather
than tea and coffee because by so doing the host of other in-
jurious habit forming beverages and products that would be used in
the future would automatically become subject to the word of
wisdom indeed the use of the words hot drinks implies a
knowledge beyond that possessed by man when the word ofwisdom
was received 70

the medical research referred to in this article stands as a witness
of the validity of the hot drinks instruction in the word of
wisdom when this revelation was given in 1833185318551835 caffeine had been
discovered as a substance but its physiological effects were not known
and the announcement of its discovery was buried in scientific
publications it is very unlikely that the prophetjosephprophet joseph had heard
of it 71 but even if he had no one at that time knew of its harmful
effects

in 1976 the results of two major studies comparing the longevity
and healthfulness of latter day saints to nonmembersnonmembers were pub-
lished 72 in summary the male death rate in utah county 85 per-
cent LDS was 35 percent below the national average female death
rate was 28 percent less male and female latter day saints were con-
tractingtr cancer 29 percent less frequently than nonmembersmembersnon and the
death rate of latter day saints in utah and los angeles counties due
to heart attack and cardiovascular disease was 33 to 50 percent less
than among non LDS mormonscormons had a 51 percent less incidence of
bladder and kidney disease than non mormonscormons such dramatic
results leave little doubt about the validity of the teachings of the
word of wisdom

times and seasons 3 1 june 1842 800 see also bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine 2ndand cded salt
lakejakiake city bookcraft 1966 ppap 368 70

70widtsocwidtsocWidtsoesoc and widtsoeWidtsoe word of wisdom p 99
711bidibid
725J L lyon ctet al2121.ai cancer incidence in mormonscormons and non mormonscormons in utah 1966 1970 new

englandjournalengland journal ofmedicineof medicine 294 1976 130 31 J E enstrom cancer mortality among mormonscormonsMormons
cancer 36 1975 82629826 29 838311 J E enstrom american heart association Conconferencefrence report tampa
florida march 1975 also cited in bill davidson what can we learn about health from mormonscormonsMormons famil-
y circle january 1976 ppap 78 82
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1I have sinned against heaven
and am unworthy of your confidence

but I1 cannot live
without a reconciliation

thomas B marsh returns to the church

lyndon W cook

the disaffection of church leaders in high places has always been
a topic of much interest and concern since motives for dissent are
ususallyusu sally difficult to determine with certainty the historian must
search for feeling as well as fact in his pursuit of understanding the
apostate thomas B marsh the first president of the quorum of
twelve apostles became an apostate in 1838 in the heat of the so
called mormon war in northwestern missouri unlike most
dissenters thomas marsh finally returned to the church that he had
so bitterly rejected both his private and public statements after he
rejoined the church turn out to be confessions of guilt and reveal his
reasons for withdrawing in missouri while marshsmarahs experience was
very personal it nevertheless provides a poignant illustration to the
larger church membership of the dangers of being too critical of
those in authority

thomas baldwin marsh the son ofjames marsh and molly law
was born 1 november 1799 in acton middlesex county
massachusetts 1 spending his early boyhood working on farms in
new hampshire and vermont thomas ventured to new york city
at the age of fourteen where he worked first as a hotel waiter and later
as a groom for horses after his marriage to elizabeth godkin in new
york city on his twentieth birthday thomas worked there a short
time without success as a grocer he later found employment in a
type foundry at boston where he continued until about 1830

lyndon W cook a research historian teaches in the college of rehgReEgreligiousiouslous instruction at brigham young
university

thomas B marsh may have been born in 1800 not 1799 see utah genealogical and histonalhistorical
magazine january 193619361195619561 p 28
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in an autobiographical account thomas marsh remembered
traveling from boston to western new york state in the summer of
1829 with benjamin hall the only purpose given for the journey
was that he was led by the spirit 2 at lyons new york near
palmyra thomas heard of the golden bible story and traveled to
palmyra to investigate the report at palmyra he learned of the
printing of the book of mormon and found martin harris in egbert
B Grandins printing office where the work of printing was under-
way after obtaining a printed sheet containing the first sixteen
pages of the book of mormon thomas was directed by martin harris
to the home ofjosephofjoseph smith sr to see oliver cowdery 3 oliver ex-
plained the message of the restoration to thomas who returned to
massachusetts overjoyed with what he had learned from boston on
25 october 1829 thomas corresponded with oliver cowdery re-
questing to be kept informed of the progress of the work 4

during the following months thomas maintained contact by let-
ter with oliver and possibly others in palmyra and upon learning of
the organization of the church in april 1830 he made preparations
to move his family to palmyra where he arrived by late august of
that year from palmyra thomas quickly proceeded to fayette and
was baptized in cayuga lake by david whitmer on 3 september
1830 almost immediately after his baptism thomas was ordained
an elder and a revelation received for him the same month doctrine
and covenants 31 named him a spiritual physician unto the
church 5

thomas B marsh moved to kirtland with his family in the spring
of 18311831 where he was ordained a high priest 6 and soon thereafter he
was commanded to go on a mission to missouri returning to ohio
from western missouri thomas made arrangements to settle per-
manentlymanently in independence missouri where he arrived in november
1832

thomas who was universally known as brother marsh soon
distinguished himself as a leader and suffered with others of the

asee2seeee history of thomas B marsh written by himself in great salt lake cityaty november 1857
library archives of the historical department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city utah hereafter cited as church archives

joseph smith jr still residing in harmony pennsylvania had just left palmyra a short time before
marshsmarahs arrival

4seeseeasee oliver cowdery to joseph smith manchester new york 6 november 1829 joseph smith collec-
tion church archives

secscesee history of thomas B marsh
the high priests were the presiding elite of the priesthood from 1831 1834 later as members of the

church high councils high priests exercised an exceptional amount of authority until well after the prophets
death about 1841 after their return from great britain members oftheodtheof the quorum of oftwelvetwelve apostles began
tto assume a place next to the first presidency in accordance withjosephwith joseph smiths instructions and earlierlilerailer revela-
tionstionseions
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missouri saints when they were expelled from jackson county in the
fall of 1833 in the summer of 1834 he was selected to go to kirtland
to participate in ceremonial preparations for the endowment 7

witness the dedication of the kirtland temple and attend the
solemn assembly he was appointed a member of the clay county
missouri high council on 7 july 1834 8

on 29 january 1835 thomas joined with edward partridge en
route for kirtland where they arrived on 24 april in his absence
thomas had been chosen one of the original quorum of twelve
apostles by the three witnesses to the book of mormon thomas
marsh was ordained to this position 26 april 1835 two days after his
arrival at a meeting on 2 may 1835 the quorum was arranged
according to age and thomas marsh was designated president of the
group since he was the eldest member 9

in the summer of 1835 thomas joined with others of his quorum
on a mission to the eastern states after his return to kirtland he
helped in the completion of the kirtland temple and participated in
sacred meetings prior to its dedication on 22 january 1836 thomas
was given a special anointing as president of his quorum 10

much excitement attended the meetings which preceded the
temple dedication and solemn assembly since the church leaders
were anticipating an appearance of the savior at the solemn assembly
on 30 march 1836 on 23 january23january 1836 the day after marsh s anoint-
ing oliver cowdery recorded in the evening elder marsh called at
my house we talked much upon the subject of visions he greatly
desired to see the lord brother marsh is a good man and I1 pray that
his faith may be strengthened to behold the heavens open

after the eventful days surrounding the kirtland temple dedica-
tion thomas returned to his place in clay county missouri during
the summer of 1836 it became apparent to church leaders in clay
county that the saints would need to find another place of settle-
ment since many of the mormon families were in meager cir-
cumstancescumstances and numerous others were en route to clay county
william W phelps and john whitmer the presiding church leaders
in missouri requested thomas B marsh and elisha H groves to
travel to kentucky and tennessee to obtain funds either by donation

miethe kirtland endowment has reference to the spiritual outpouring which attended the dedication of
the kirtland temple and the kirtland solemn assembly washing and anointing ceremonies in kirtland in
early 1836 were intended to help prepare the brethren for the spiritual endowment

Zsee far west record 7 july 1834 church archives
kinland council minute book p 187 church archives
steoseesee joseph smith jr history of the church ofofjesuslesusjesuslesur christ oflatterof latter day saints ed B H roberts

2ndand ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1931 1952 2382 hereafter cited as HC
oliver cowdery sketch book 23 january 1836 church archives
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or loan for poor bleeding zion 12 they left liberty missouri in
july 1836 and were successful in gathering 1450 at 10 percent in-
terest on their return to missouri in the fall of 1836 they found the
saints settling far west a new area north of clay county here at
far west thomas shouldered his responsibilities well both in
church leadership and in establishing a new mormon city 13

by early 1837 however brother marsh became convinced that
W W phelps and john whitmer were attempting to administer the
spiritual and temporal affairs of the church independent of the high
council or bishopric although his position of apostle at the time
1837 did not permit him to interfere with the missouri presidency
W W phelps and the whitmerswhittersWhitmers thomas nevertheless supported

members of the local high council in their opposition to the actions of
the presidency although this problem was temporarily resolved in
early 1837 it surfaced again the following year and provided the set-
ting for thomas marsh to exert an influence which resulted in a power
struggle between the missouri presidency and the members of the
quorum of the twelve 14

in the spring of 1837 thomas marsh was experiencing frustra-
tion concerning his position as president of the quorum of the
twelve although an 183518331853 revelation seemed to place his quorum
next to the first presidency in the church government see dacd&c
10722 23 in reality the presidency in missouri and the two church
high councils had retained their supremacy having been organized
before the twelve next to the first presidency furthermore
thomas lamented that his quorum had not maintained close contact
since their 18185518353 5 mission and that they had not been unified in fulfill-
ing their divine calling as special missionaries even more serious to
thomas was the news that some members of his quorum had fallen
into apostasy he was likewise mortified to learn that parley P pratt
also one of his quorum was making preparations to proceed to
england to preach the gospel

thomas B marsh and david W patten were first and second
respectively in seniority among the twelve and both resided in
missouri on 10 may 1837 they dispatched word to parley requesting
him to defer his mission across the atlantic until the quorum could
convene thomas marsh considered the taking of the gospel abroad
an action of such magnitude that no member of the quorum should

zomastomasomas B marsh to wilford woodruff 30 april 1838 church archives
11in addition to at least one city lot thomas marsh purchased some 320 acres of property near far west

missouri
14 recordRecod of this difficulty is found in far west record april 1837 see alsaisalsojohnalsoaisoojohnjohn murdockjournalmurdock journal under

date church archives
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attempt it independently 15 in the letter he called a meeting of the
entire quorum of the twelve for 24 july 1837 in kirtland and
thomas marsh and david patten left sometime the following month
for ohio

in the meantime however joseph smith had directed heber C
kimball and orson hyde of the twelve to travel to england to preach
the gospel 16 it is not known when apostles marsh and patten
learned of the departure of these missionaries but it seems clear that
the news angered them and shattered their hopes of unifying the
quorum brigham young remembering their arrival in kirtland
later said As soon as they came I1 got marsh to go to tojosephjoseph but pat-
ten would not he got his mind prejudiced & when he went to
see joseph david insulted joseph & joseph&josephajoseph slapped him in the face
& kicked him out of the yard this done david good 17 it appears
that thomas B marsh desired to be the first to introduce the gospel
abroad and was jealous that another of his quorum should upstage
him 18

in large measure difficulties in the quorum of the twelve were
resolved at the summer meeting in kirtland and marshsmarahs concerns
relative to his quorum and their relationship to the first presidency
were satisfactorily addressed in a revelation received by joseph smith
on 23 july 1837 dacd&c 112 19

after going on a mission to upper canada with the prophet and
sidney rigdon thomas remained in kirtland until late in the fall of
1837 helping with the church printing office ironically during
these months of widespread apostasy when many church leaders
sought to criticize joseph smith thomas established a close personal
relationship with the prophet

thomas returned to far west in october 1837 somewhat more
poised in his position as president of the quorum of the twelve and
confident of the prophets approval of him but on arriving in far
west thomas came into immediate conflict with oliver cowdery

15seesee thomas B marsh and david W patten to parley P pratt 10 may 1837 joseph smith collection
church archives

rhesethese two apostles left kirtland ohio on 13 june 1837
17asAs reported in wilford woodruff diary 25 june 1857 church archives joseph smith stated on

28 may 1843 that only two of the original twelve apostles had not lifted their heel against him namely
brigham young and heber C kimball see HC 5412

secisseesee vilate kimball to heber C kimball 6 september 1837 and heber C kimball to vilate kimball
12 november 1837 both at church archives thomas marsh had informed vilate that the gospel could not
be effectually taken to europe except it be introduced by apostle marsh himself heber giving justification
for his advance mission replied still brother joseph sed it was all right to prepare the way for brother
marsh

19seesee especially dac 1122 331051010 15 and 27 which instruct thomas B marsh to humble himselfandhimshimselfelfandand to
recognize thatthatjosephjoseph is his leader see also dac 11216 17 21 and 30 33 which acknowledge marshsmarahs im-
portant calling
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david whitmer william W phelps and john whitmer realizing
that the bitter spirit of these influential men could destroy the
church thomas sought to purge them from the flock but his
motives appear to not have been pure jealous to win greater recogni-
tion and influence thomas indulged in excessive behavior all in the
name of joseph smith while evidence shows that oliver and his
cohorts were embittered the means thomas used did not justify the
end within months his foes were out of the church and thomas
B marsh and david W patten were appointed presidents pro temterntermtemm

of the church in missouri while it would be presumptuous to
assume that thomas marsh singlehandedlysingle handedly expelled these
authorities from the church he was however a major instigator 20

thomas marsh temporarily maintained his influence after the
prophets arrival in far west in march 1838 but much to his dismay
his struggle to remain in control resulted in his undoing

many of the settlers in far west sought control of power and
money control of property meant greater wealth for those who
could sell to the oncoming saints and land records indicate thomas
was among a small minority that controlled the property at far west
recognizing the problem joseph warned property holders of
covetousness but too few paid attention in his quest for power
thomas suffered from fear as well as jealousy because he was ex-
tremely sensitive to any kind of criticism thomas marsh finally began
to question josephs actions he later admitted 1 I meddled with
that which was not my business 21

sometime in august or september 1838 an incident occurred
which would serve as a major factor in marshsmarahs apostasy from the
church his wife elizabeth was accused of unfairly taking cream
from the daily milking which she shared with another sister lucinda
harris although the matter was heard by several priesthood courts
all of them found sister marsh guilty of promise breaking in a final

2seeaseesee far west record under dates of23of 23 december 1837 to 24 february 1838 oliver cowdery referring
to hhisIs excoexcommunicationmmunication wrote 1 I believed at the time and still believe that ambitious and wicked men
envying the harmony existing between myself and the first elders of the church and hoping to get into some
other mens birthright by falsehoods the most foul and wicked caused all this difficulty from the beginning
to end they succeeded in getting myself out of the church and since they themselves have gone to perdi-
tion see oliver cowdery to brigham young 25 december 1843 church archives phineas young
writing to willard richards on 14 december 1842 blamed thomas marsh and others for olivers expulsion
claiming they told josephdoseph many things prejudicial to brother oliver which he had no chance whatever to
contradict phineas charged these men with seeking to break him cowdery down that they might rise
thereby again in 1844 phineas accused thomas B marsh and others at far west for olivers excom-
municationmunication phineas said that charges were heaped upon him you know for what phineas young to
willard richards 14 december 1842 and phineas young to brigham young 26 november 1844 both in
journal history under date church archives

2gournalofdiscoursesjournalofdiscourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1854 1886 5207 hereafter
cited asasdaadJD
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move bishop edward partridge pleaded with her to make things
right and offered her time to do so 22 but sister marsh adamantly
claimed she was innocent when joseph smith bluntly told the sister
that she had lied to the court and would be disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped an in-
dignant thomas refused to hear of it george A smith apostle and
church historian remembering the occasion detailed the essential
facts

an appeal was taken from the teacher to the bishop and a regular
church trial was had president marsh did not consider that the bishop
had done him and his lady justice for they the courts decided the
strippingsstroppingsstrippings were wrongfully saved and that the woman had violated her
covenant

marsh immediately took an appeal to the high council who in-
vestigatedvestigated the question with much patience and I1 assure you they were
a grave body marsh being extremely anxious to maintain the character
of his wife as he was the president of the twelve apostles and a great
man in israel made a desperate defence but the high council finally
confirmed the bishops decision

marsh not being satisfied took an appeal to the first presidency of
the church and joseph and his counsellorsCoun sellors had to sit upon the case
and they approved the decision of the high council this little affair
you will observe kicked up a considerable breeze and thomas B marsh
then declared that he would sustain the character of his wife even if he
had to go to hell for it 23

As might well be imagined the stroppingsstrippingsstrippings affair so
humiliated thomas marsh that he could hardly face his associates his
great desire to win the admiration of the saints and especially the
prophet now quickly began to sour thomas later confessed to the
saints in the salt lake bowery that his zeal had begun to transform
into a malignant jealousy

I1 became jealous of the prophet and then I1 saw double and overlooked
everything that was right and spent all my time in looking for the evil

I1 was blinded and I1 thought I1 saw a beam in brotherjosephsbrother josephs eye
but it was nothing but a mote and my own eye was filled with the
beam I1 got mad and I1 wanted everybody else to be mad I1 talked
with brother brigham and brother heber and I1 wanted them to be
mad like myself and I1 saw they were not mad and I1 got madder still

brother brigham with a cautious look said are you the leader of
the church brother thomas I1 answered no well then said
he why do you not let that alone24alone 24

221lenryhenry W bigler journal under date church archives
23george23george A smith 6 april 1856jd1856 JDD 3283 84
241homasthomas241homas B marsh 6 september 1857jd1857 JD 5207
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embarrassed over the stroppingsstrippingsstrippings affair thomas marsh
threatened to leave the church when joseph learned of this
thomas said that he got me into a tight corner I1 could hardly evade
he put the questions directly to me whether I1 was going to leave
but instead of working for a reconciliation thomas marsh responded
with contempt joseph when you see me leave the church you
will see a good fellow leave it 25

stunned by these events in his life thomas marsh possessed am-
bivalent feelings about leaving the church he accompanied a group
of saints to daviess county missouri on 16 october 1838 to abate
reported mob activities against the saints there but his heart was not
in it and he questioned the legality of their actions pretending
there was something urgent at home 26 thomas returned to far
west on 21 october 1838 and encouraged by orson hyde he de-
cided to leave the church believing thatjosephthat joseph should not have al-
lowed the cream trial and being persuaded that the prophet had
directed extralegal activities in daviess county thomas marsh lost
what faith he had left his great love for the church and its leaders
had now turned to hate and with orson hyde he left far west on 22
october for richmond missouri 27

consistent with the pattern of other prominent dissenters
thomas marsh did not withdraw quietly he now sought for
revenge venting his anger he swore before a ray county missouri
magistrate that the mormon people and joseph smith in particular
were hostile toward the state of missouri while this affidavit is
relegated to a mere footnote in the history of the church it con-
tributedtri greatly to the mormon expulsion from missouri in 1838 28

thomas B marsh remained in missouri finally settling in
howard county there and in grundy county missouri thomas
lived on theetgetheedgethe edge of survival teaching biblical geography not being
able to free his mind of mormonism thomas kept abreast of the
progress of the church as much as possible after the death of his
wife in 1854 he entertained serious thoughts of returning to the
church and finally in january 1857 he set out for council bluffs
iowa here he made his peace with local church leader george W
harris and asked to be accepted as a member brother harris directed

25 history of thomas B marsh church archives
26journal and record ofofheberheber C kimball 1838 1839 under date church archives
scesecsee thomas B marsh to lewis abbott 25 october 1838 joseph smith collection church archives

marahsmarshs2marshsMarshs affidavit dated 24 october 1838 is cited in HC 3167 and published in full in document
containing the correspondence orders &cac in relation to the disturbances with the mormonscormons and the
evidence given before the hon austin A king fayette missouri by order of the general assembly
1841 ppap 57 59 george A smith credited marahsmarshs defection and sworn testimony againstjosephagainst joseph smith as
a major factor in the mormon expulsion szejdseedseejd 3284
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thomas to the home of wandle mace at florence nebraska
although brother mace had entertained bad feelings towards thomas
marsh he admitted that marshsmarshmarahss humble attitude and speech
disarmed me his sorrowful countenance his palsied frame and
above all his humiliating confession whipped me I1 felt more like
weeping 29 since local leaders of the church at florence were not
sure how brigham young and other members of the twelve would
view marshsmarahs return they invited thomas to write to the first
presidency for permission to be received into the church in full faith
and fellowship marshsmarahs letter is a precious historical document and is
included here in its entirety 30

florence douglas co nebraska territory
may 5thath 1857

heber C kimball

dear sir

you see by the caption to this where I1 am I1 left missouri having
lost my wife some three years since I1 began to awake to a sense of my
situation you will perhaps say why you slept a long time or was a long
time in waking and would say truely for so it is for I1 have at least been
groopingdroopinggrooping in darkness for so sic these 18 years

I1 left grundy co missouri in the beginning ofofjanuaryjanuary AD 57
set my face zionward and traveled mostly on foot having a determina-
tiontion that I1 would go to salt lake god being my helper & there throw
myself at the feet of the apostles and implore their forgivnessforgiveness and ask for
admittenceadmittanceadmittence into the house of the lord into the church of latterdaysatterdaylatterday
saints & that I1 would say to them I1 know that I1 have sinned against
heaven and in thy sight and have rendered myself unworthy of your
confidence or of a place in the family of heaven nevertheless make me
thy servant lest I1 perish for I1 know that in my fathers house there is
bread enough and to spare while here I1 perish with hunger

I1 came on with very good courage until after I1 had been here for
some time the longer I1 remain here & the more I1 examine into your
progress since I1 left you the stronger I1 become in my confidence & the
stronger I1 become in faith & the lighter things appear to me the more
clearly do I1 discover that I1 deserve no place among you in the church
even as the lowest member but I1 cannot live long so without a recon-
ciliation with the 12 apostles and the church whom I1 have injured 0
bretheren once bretheren how can I1 leave this world without your
forgiveness can I1 have it can I1 have it something seems to say within
yes 0 then hasten and signify it by writing the word yes to me & then 0

29 29wandlewandle mace journal under date church archives
ahlsthis letter is located at church archives and is published by permission
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joy I1 shall be content I1 have met with george W harris and a recon
siliationbiliationsiliation has taken place with us 31 and when that was accomplished I1
was so overjoyed that I1 was constrained to say in my heart truely this is
an evidence that the lord loves me after all my rebellion & my sins I1
know what I1 have done a mision was laid upon me & I1 have never filled
it and now I1 fear it is too late but it is filled by another I1 see the lord
could get along very well without me and he has lost nothing by my
falling out of the ranks but 0 what have I1 lost riches greater riches
than all this world or many planets like this could afford but 0
bretheren can you speak one word of comfort to me can I1 be saved at
all in the kingdom of god can I1 find peace among you 0 if I1 canicanilanllan but
enjoy your smiles and the smiles of the church & of jesus I1 shall be
content to depart or remainremain inin so great peace the lord has been mind-
ful of me and altho I1 was very stubborn he has followed me up he has
visited me with scourging & with visions & dreams bretheren 0 that I1
were worthy to call you bretheren but what shall I1 call you you run
very near to me I1 love you better than I1 do any set of mortals on this
earth you have been diligent in accomplishing the work given you
while I1 miserable me have played time away among harlot churches
only seeking for nourishment to my soul where there was no bread of
life & I1 love you & hate myself I1 wait here at florence anxiously for a
letter addressed to your old & now truely unworthy & truely sincere
friend

isttsts thomas B marsh
heber C kimball
salt lake city

PS my love to all the saints & may the richest blessings of the fullness
of the everlasting gospel be with and rest upon you now and forever
more

amen
TBM

upon receiving official approval thomas B marsh was rebaprebab
tizedsized at papyeo creek nebraska while en route to salt lake valley
by andrew cunningham on 16 july 1857 thomas was among one of
the final mormon groups to pass fort laramie before the arrival of
johnstons army 32

on 6 september 1857 two days after marshsmarahs arrival in the
valley a large congregation which had assembled for sabbath wor-
ship voted unanimously to receive brother marsh into full fellowship
A stroke had paralyzed part of his body so that one of his arms

31thethe reconciliation has reference to the disagreement over the stripstrippingpings the case involved elizabeth
marsh and lucinda morgan harris wife of george W harris

31hishis arrival was noted in the historians officejournaloffice journal 4 september 1857 thos B marsh arrived with
a part of walkers co about 4 pm
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drooped unnaturally those who saw him described him as a poor
decrepiddecrepitdecrepid broken down old man 33 while president brigham
young had compassion for this onetimeone time senior quorum member he
nevertheless seized upon the moment to point out to the saints how
righteous living had bestowed upon him a healthy frame in marked
contrast to marshsmarahs wretched appearance the illustration was not
subtle but thomas marsh seemed to take his medicine well 34 he
told me yesterday that the christians might hang up their fiddle in
regard to their being no catholic purgatory recounted
brigham but brother marsh says that there is such a place and that
he has been in it during the past eighteen years in conversing
with brother marsh brigham continued 1 I find that he is about
the same thomas that he always was full of anecdotes and chitchatchit chat
he could hardly converse for ten minutes without telling an anec-
dote his voice and style of conversation are familiar to me 35

the day after he was voted back into the church brother marsh
formally dedicated himself to the lord

1I thomas B marsh do hereby this day sept 7thath AD 1857 consecrate
and dedicate myself soul body and spirit with all I1 possess on earth to
the lord praying to the god of abraham isaac andjacoband jacob to set me apart
or sanctify me to be exclusively his to do whatsoever he should require of
me and to give me grace to sanctify the lord of hosts in my heart that I1

might love him with all my heart soul mind strength and understand-
ing amen 36

one month after his arrival in salt lake valley thomas was mar-
ried to hannah adams 4 october 1857 and the couple soon settled
in spanish fork where they acquired a small adobe house here
brother marsh attempted without success to establish a school
though having received some financial help from bishop john L

butler the marshes were scarcely able to sustain life by late fall of
1859 meager circumstances prompted thomas to request further
assistance his petition reflected his penitent spirit

1 I write not in a spirit of complaining of any person neither of murmur-
ing against the providence of my heavenly father no it is good
enough for me for I1 have sinned and made many crooked paths and I1

would rather kiss the chastningchastning hand and thank him that it is as well
with me as it is for he in his providence has brought me to the valies of

john33john taylor 9 august 18571857jd1857dJD 5115
34 34brighambrigham young 6 septembreseptembrSeptembr 1857jd1857 JD 5210
35ibidibid
3636dedicationdedication of thomas B marsh 7 september 1857 brigham young collection church archives I1

am indebted to ronald esplin for locating this document
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these mountains fed and clothed me and kept me alive untill now
given me a name and place among his people and restored me vile as I1

have been to his everlasting priesthood notwithstanding I1 so
foolishly and so ignominiously once threw it away and cast it behind my
back 37

his request did not go unheeded 38

on 11 march 1859 thomas B marsh was re ordained an elder
and by november 1861 he had been ordained a high priest 39 in the
endowment house onoa 1 november 1862 he received his endowment
and was sealed to his wife hannah 40 it was about this same time
that the couple opted to settle near ogden thomas was placed in
the care of david M stuart ogden first ward 41 though almost
wholly supported by the church until his death in january 1866 at
ogden thomas baldwin marsh died in good faith having once
again accepted the principles he had espoused nearly thirty six years
earlier in fayette new york he had learned by sad experience the
hazards of aspiring to the honors of men the dangers of exercising
unrighteous dominion and the consequences of uncontrolled
criticism of those in authority 42

thomas B marsh tojohncojohnto john L butler 26 october 1859 edward hunter collection manuscripts divi-
sion J willard marriott library university of utah salt lakelike city utah

see3seesecaseesce john L butler to edward hunter 3 november 1859 edward hunter collection university of
utah fast day offerings spanish fork branch at church archives reveals that the marshes were fre-
quent recipients of eggs flour meat and butter

39record39 record of the genealogies of the elders quorum of spanish fork church archives
endowment house scalingsealing record genealogical department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day

saints salt lake city utah
41walterwaiter C lichfield thomas B marsh physician to the church M S thesis brigham young

university 1956 p 167
42there42nere is little question that the passages dealing with abuses of priesthood power in dac 121213410134 40

had direct reference to thomasto1homas B marsh as well as other high level church leaders the section was initially
part of a letter written by the prophet in march 1839 but has since been canonized
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the historians corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

the spirit ofofmormonismmormonism in two different times in two different
places and under differing circumstances is represented by the two
pieces selected for this edition the first an interesting letter written
by an early convert albert brown reflects the optimism that
characterized many mormonscormons in the kirtland area around 1835 of
special interest are his comments on the egyptian mummies obtained
by byjosephjoseph smith but the letter is also significant because the writers
humble spirit as well as his comments on mormon expectations for
the future are no doubt typical of the most faithful saints at the time

the second item is derived from a very important study of mor-
mon publication efforts outside the united states david J whit
takers introductory essay concerning jesse havens publications in
south africa provides an enlightening view of one aspect of mis-
sionary work in the 1850s the document that follows is especially
important in that it represents what at least one prominent mis-
sionary considered to be the most essential doctrines for the church to
present to the world in that period the reader will notice a few in-
terestingte differences when these doctrines are compared with present
day teachings but the consistency in spirit between this document of
1853 and things being taught today is also remarkable
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A LETTER REGARDING THE acquisition
OF THE BOOK OF ABRAHAM

christopher C lund

among the miscellaneous manuscripts in the manuscript
division of the library of congress is an 1835 letter from albert
brownbrowni to his parents in which he expresses his feelings about the
church in kirtland and also provides interesting corroborative details
concerning the history of the acquisition of the egyptian mummies
and papyrus records his report that the price of 2400 was paid to
michael chandler2Chandlerchandlery2 for the mummies and the records is a nearly con-
temporary account written just four months after the purchase
and it agrees exactly with the figure that appears twenty one years
laterincaterinlater in L C bidamons3 certificate of provenience submitted with
the mummies to A combs4 in 1856 5

A transcription of the letter follows6follows6

mr james brown nov 1 1835

dear parents I1 improve this opportunity of communicating a
few lines to you to inform you where I1 am an to let you know of the
prospect which lise before me I1 left missouri the twelfth of september
in company with peter whitmer and aridedarived in kirtland ohio the 17 of
october we had a prosperous journey and found our relatives all in
good health and the church in great prosperity his numbers increasing
and the blessings of heaven pourdbourd out apon them and many coming
from all parts of the united states to kirtland and to missoury to obey
the commanmentscommandmentscommanments of the lord and to escape the calamity and
judgementsjudgements pronounced against this generation or those that obey not
the fullness of the gospel of our lordlordjesusLor dJesusjesus christ thus the work of the
lord rolls on and the power of godliness trying to be made manifest

christopher C lund is a professor in the department of spanish and portuguese rutgers college new
brunswick new jersey

albert brown 180718911807 1891 carpenter by trade had been a member ofofzionszions camp and would later
become a member of the nauvoo legion and a patriarch he came to utah in 1863 seejosephSesee josepheJoseph smith jr
history of the church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof lafterlatterlaffer day saints 2ndand ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news
press 1932 1951 2183 and frank esshom pioneers andprominentand prominent men of utah salt lake city western
epics inc 1966 p 772.772

michael chandler inherited the mummies and papyri from his uncle antonio lebolo who had
discovered the treasures while excavating near thebes in 1831 times and seasons 3 2 may 1842 774
chandler was touring the country with the egyptian display at the time he sold them to the church

lewis C bidamon married emma hale smith widow ofofjosephjoseph smith on 23 december 1847 see han-
cock county marriage record book carthage courthouse carthage illinois book al 1829 1849 p 105
entry 1242 and thus came into possession of the mummies and papyri

A combs purchased four egyptian mummies and the records of them from major L C bidamon
andeand emmaa smith bidamon upon combsscombas death he willed them to his housekeeper record of sale cited
in jay M todd saga of the book of abraham salt lake city deseret book 1969 ppap 290 296 348.348

keith terry and walter whipple from the dust ofofdecadesdecaderdecades A saga odtheoftheof the papyri andmummiesand mummies salt
lake city bookcraft 1968 p 26 and fnan 27

spelling inconsistencies have been retained except where syllables or letters are supplied in brackets to
facilitate comprehension
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and the great things of the kingdom revealed
I1 will relate one incident that hapenedhappened not long since in our favour

by some men that had four egyptian mummiscummis which they were
carrying through the world to exibitexibia and also an ancient record that
was found in their coffins this record containing som of the history of
josef while in egypt and also ofjacobofjacob and many prophesies delivered by
them these records were bought by the church and also the mummiscummis
and are now in kirtland they bought the mummiscummis for the sake of the
record and paid 2400 hundred dollars for them many of the learned
have been to kirtland to examine the characters but none of them have
been able to tell but very little about them and yetjosephyet joseph without any
of the wisdom of this world can read them and know what they are

thus we see that the wisdom of the world is small in comparison
with the wisdom of god I1 should be highly gratified to see you and
converse with you but I1 do not no that I1 ever shall for I1 expect to be
engaged here through the winter and in the spring I1 suppose I1 shall
return to the land ofofzionzion I1 expect also that mr ives and his family will
go up also and many hundreds in the course of next summer I1 should
be glad to visit you onse more before I1 lieve ohio but I1 dont know that
it will be possible I1 wish you all well and wherein you have seen
any thing wrong in me I1 ask your forgiveness and desire that you will
forgive me and I1 entreat you onse more to repent all of you and obey the
gospel of our lord jesus christ and prepare to meet the lord when he
shall arise to shake terribly the earth for the hour is not fair far distant
when this with many other judgementsjudgements will take place I1 write not these
things by any knowledge of my own for the lord hath declarddechard them
with his own voice out of the heavens and it must be fulfildfulfill and wo unto
us if we air are found among the wicked for the lord has given unto us
understanding suflcientstificient to know the truth from error and the holy bible
teaches us plainly that these things are true and faithful it teaches us
that he will gather his people from all nations and plant them in their
own land and this work has comencedcommencedcomen ced and will be accomplished and
those who reject the things reject the council of god and must be
destroyed with the wicked from the face of the earth I1 write these
things unto you becusebecause I1 love you and feel for you and desire your pros-
perity and your eternallsternallEternall wellfare and may the lord have mercy on us
and yet gather us to the land of zion the consecrated ground

albert brown

by request I1 write a few lines for brother ives he says to you he
wishswighs you well and sends his respects to you and would be pleased to see
you

sister ives says that she wishes to write to you but her situation of
mind at present will not permit her she has endeavoured to write but
her mind is not sufficient composed to think of communicating to you
she sends her respects and would be very much pleased to see you
before she goes to the west we wish you to write as you receive this

direct letter to kirtland
geouyo geaugageaughGeauga co

november 1 1835
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EARLY MORMON IMPRINTS IN SOUTH AFRICA

david J whittaker

the appearance in cape town south africa on 8 8junejunebjune 1853 of
some of the principal doctrines or belief of the church ofjesusof jesus
chiistchrist ofoflatterlutterlatterlurter day saints marks the printed beginnings of the mor-
mon missionary effort in that area of the world its author jesse
haven was the first president of the south african mission of the
church ofjesus christ of latter day saints called during a special
missionary conference in salt lake city on 28 29 august 1852 elder
haven and his companions leonard I1 smith and william holmes
walker made their way to cape town via liverpool england arriv-
ing on 18 april 1853 one month later on 23 may the trio officially
organized the church in the cape of good hope on the day
they organized the church in south africa jesse haven was ap-
pointed mission president the first branch was organized at
mowbray on 16 august and a second branch was established at
newland on 7 september within six months they had baptized at
least forty five persons into the church and by the time the mis-
sionariessionaries left in december 1855 they had organized six branches and
baptized about 175 people 1

not much is known about the details ofjesseofjesse havens early life
he was born 28 march 1814 in holliston massachusetts he was bap-
tized on 13 april 1838 and was ordained an elder by brigham young
on 10 january 1839 after gathering to nauvoo in the 1840s he was
called on several missions for the church was married to his first
wife and was ordained one of the presidents of the l4th14thlath quorum of
seventies in nauvoo he appears to have been a schoolteacher by
profession after serving another mission to the eastern states he
returned to utah in 1850 and was living in the salt lake valley in
1852 when he was called on this mission to south africa

jesse haven was a moody person often totothethe point of melan-
choly and his diaries are filled with his poetry which often served as

david J whittaker a partpan time teacher of church history at brigham young university is the book review
editor ofofbyustudiesBYU studies

A convenient overview of the history of mormonism in south africa is given in farrell ray monson
history of the south african mission of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 185185518533 1970 MA

thesis brigham young university 19711971 for a more recent study see lawrence E cummins the saints in
south africa ensign 3 march 1973 4 10 much ofwhatof what I1 have to say here is summarized from my asyetas yet
unpublished essay jesse haven and the defense of mormonism in south africa 1853 1855
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a vehicle for the release of these feelings 2

between the time elder haven arrived in cape town and when
he left in mid december 18551853 he was responsible for publishing
eleven items the major portion of the sixteen works printed by the
church in south africa before 1865

once in south africa the trio advertised their presence in a local
newspaper and visited the officials of cape town within a week
mobs and several anti mormon newspaper articles threatened to
undermine their initial efforts to counter these attacks the mis-
sionariession aries distributed tracts they had brought with them from england
and attempted to get printed in the local papers specific replies to
their critics arguments when they ran out of pamphlets and after
the local papers refused to print their articles elder haven wrote and
printed his own tracts he had taken the lead in writing the articles
for the local papers and when these were refused he expanded
several of these rejected pieces into pamphlets

the first pamphlet reprinted on pages 410 416 was prepared
on 11 may 18531855 for a local paper but when it was rejected elder
haven expanded the piece into a small pamphlet on 18 may at the
same time he was writing a reply to a newspaper attack on the mor-
mon doctrine of plural marriage As with the earlier work the
newspapers refused to print his reply so he expanded it into a pam-
phlet which he titled celesticalCeles tical sic Mamarriageniage and the plurality of
wives he wrote most of the material between 25 and 27 may
examined the proofsheetsproofsheets between 13 and 15 june and received the
finished copies about 17 june 1853 jesse haven came to south
africa as the husband of two wives and even though his marriages
troubled him while he was on this mission he was a consistent
defender of plural marriage since the pamphlet was an answer to
slanderous reports relating to the doctrine its orientation was defen-
sive several items in the work were mentioned in his first tract and
almost three pages were taken directly from orson pratts 29 august

2thereqbereothere are five volumes of haven journals covering 1852 1892 and a folder of haven papers in the
historical department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter re-
ferred to as church archives also available is life incidents and travels ocederofelderofeder welliamwilliam holmes walker
and his association with joseph smith the prophet apnp published by elizabeth jane walker piepgrass
1943 reprinted by the john walker family organization 1971 also in the church archives there are files
on the south african mission records of mission funds and a record of members there are numerous let-
ters published in the LDS millennial star from jesse haven and his missionary companions some
biographical information on jesse haven is in andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia
salt lake city published by the author 1936 4378 79
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1852 discourse which had announced the doctrine for the first time
publicly 3

his third tract on the first principles of the gospel was pro-
duced primarily because the missionaries were running short of
printed literature by august 1853 published in the form of a letter
to his brother the reverend john haven he began composing this
tract in march 1818535 3 but the final manuscript was not completed until
6 7 september 1853 hence the september date in the pamphlet
copies of the pamphlet were in his hands by 15 september and
distribution began immediately this work proved to be his most
popular addressed to his brother who was an active pastor in the
congregational church in charlton massachusetts this tract sought
to examine the gospel which true ministers should preach when
they use the bible as their standard his longest work fourteen
pages it outlined the first principles of faith injesusin jesus christ as the
savior of mankind repentance of sins baptism by water and the ho-
ly ghost it then suggested the signs and gifts that follow those who
believe using the new testament as his text he sought to show his
brother that only among the latter day saints could the true church
and true gospel be found in januaryinjanuary 1855 this tract was translated
into dutch and a second english printing appeared in november
1855 4

by the end of september 1853 president haven had prepared
another work for the printer entitled A warning to all this two
page tract is perhaps the rarest of the early mormon imprints in south
africa while the names of haven smith and walker appear at the
end havens journal and correspondence make it clear that he com-
posed it printed twice in english and once in dutch the tract was an

jesse haven had been at the august 1852 conference when orson pratt gave this sermon and his journal
records his regular habit of readingofreading elder pratts works the quoted material corresponds to that injournalofmjoumalof
discourses 1853 158 59 which deals primarily with the relationship ofadamof adam and eve in his later report
to the first presidency see fnan 15 elder haven reported As there was a great stir about the plurality of
wives etc and much persecution and ridicule brought upon us on account of the people not having any
understanding of the subject I1 wrote a small tract on the same got 1000 copies printed this tract done
good it turned the minds of the people copies are at church archives and at harvard the copy at har-
vard has a cover that was added to it by one of the IDS circulating tract societies in england

41nin his report to the first presidency 14 january14january 1856 he wrote As we had not many tracts on the first
principles of the gospel and what few we brought with us were already distributed I1 got 1000 copies
printed of a letter that I1 wrote to my brother on these principles in the state of massachusetts this tract sold
so well among the people I1 had it afterwards translated into the dutch language 30 january 185511855 and 1000
copies printed in that language afterwards I1 had 1000 more printed in english 13 november 1855 he
wrote in his journal on 11 march 1853 today I1 finished a lengthy letter that I1 have been writing to my
brother on the first principles of the gospel my brother is a congregational minister in the state of
massachusetts although elder haven told the first presidency he could get only one printer to do his work
the 1853 copy of his on the first principles in the church archives gives the printer as van de sandt de villius
and tier I1 presume that W Foelscher printed the others the dates in brackets are the dates the other print
ings came off the press the dates are based on the entries in havens journals no copies of his dutch tracts
are known to exist
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announcement of warning to persons in south africa to repent and
be baptized into the restored church it defended the character of
joseph smith and warned all who read it that most of what the local
press was saying about mormonism was not to be trusted 5

in 1855 president haven had three other works printed on
31 march he obtained from his printer the dutch translation of ex-
cerpts ofoflorenzolorenzo snow s voice ofofjosephjosephjosfph 6 the last two appeared on
the eve of his departure from south africa on 30 may he began
distributing a broadside of william claytonsclaytonaClaytons poem resurrection
day 7 and on 4 december his epistle to the saints in cape of good
hope mission was off the press 8 eight days later he boarded the ship
cleopatra and several days later sailed for london

there were five other items published before 1865 one of
havens missionary companions william holmes walker was
responsible for three of them and william fotheringham and his
missionary associates printed a broadside of doctrine and covenants
87 in december 1861 in both Engliengilenglishandenglishshandand dutch 9

the5theathe first english printing was written 30 september and I11 and 2 october 1853 on 4 october jesse
haven took it to the printer in cape town on 6 october he examined and corrected the proofsheetsproofsheets and on
8 october he obtained 1000 copies of this edition the dutch translation was the work of thomas
weatherhead a convert baptized 24 july 1853 who began the work in june 1854 and finished it by the
middle ofjulyofjuly on 24july24 july jesse haven wrote S W richards that the small tract he had written is now
translated into the dutch language and already for the press and I1 expect to get it printed this week
millennial star 16 23 september 185411854 604 president haven reco-ded in his journal the same day
while in cape town I1 took the translation in dutch of the warning to all to the printer and ordered

1000 to be printed on 3 august 1854he1854 he picked up the finished product
the second english printing was ordered bijessebyjessebyjesse haven on 3030januaryjanuary 1855 he obtained the 500 copies

of this printing on 8 february 1855 see his journal for these dates see also his journal 16 may 1854 wherein
he defends the contents ofaof A warning to allagainstaliallaei against attacks by a reverend belson a minister in the church of
england

ongon 16 april 1855 jesse haven wrote to franklin D richards 1 I have got translated and printed in the
dutch language 1000 copies from the voice ofjosephofjoseph to the paragraph on the 6thath page where it speaks of
the organization of the church the paragraph ends as follows and although they were the feeble things
of the earth they became mighty by the holy spirit it cost twelve shillings to get it translated and E 3 8as8ss
to get 1000 copies printed millennial star 17 8 september 1855 572.572 he later summarized his work
with the dutch speaking peoples of south africa many tracts have been circulated and some preaching
has been done among the dutch in cape colony but only a few have yet received the gospel millennial
star 18 22 march 1856 189

lorenzo snow s voice ofjosepgjosephofjoseph was first printed in french in 1850 the next year it appeared in italian
and in 1852 lorenzo snow published a revised edition from the italian at malta in english the contents
and use of both printingspaintingsprintings are mentioned in lorenzo snows the italian mission london 18518511 ppap 13 2255
there was another english printing in november 1852

william claytonsclaytonaClaytons poem first appeared in the deseret news 24 january24january 1852 p 21 and was reprinted
in the millennial star 1522january18536315 22 january 18531855 63 in 1856 it was included in sacredhymnsandspijirualsongssnoredsacredsnared hymns undand spiritual songs
for the church ofjesmsof berusjesusherms christ ofoflatterlatter duyday saints 1 ithilohloh ed liverpool 1856 p 390 it appears in our cur-
rent hymnal under the title when first the glorious light of truth hymn 198

while no copies of this epistle are known to exist the text was copied into his journal on
26 november 1855 briefly it thanks both members and nonmembersnonmembers who have rendered him assistance and
support during his mission and further encourages the members to support their priesthood leaders and
when possible to gather to zion jesse haven took the manuscript to the printer on 27 november examined
the proofproofshcetproofsheetsheet on 29 november and obtained the final copies by 4 december see his journal for these
dates

aa9aA copy of this rare item in english is in special collections harold B lee library brigham young
university provo utah see also letter of william fotheringham to G Q I1 cannon dated port elizabeth
15 february 1862 in millennial star 24 19 april 1862 251 52
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walkers first publication was a broadside reply to an anonymous
article that appeared in the port elizabeth mercury 20 october 1818555 5

although unable to get his reply printed in the mercury william
walker did get it printed in the port elizabeth telegraph this
newspaper also printed five hundred copies of it in the form of a
broadside addressed to the intelligent public it appeared about
26 october 1855185 5 10 about one month later he authored a seven page
pamphlet with the same title to the intelligent public the first
copies of which appeared just as he was leaving south africa with
elders haven and smith this pamphlet contained a discussion of
the meaning of the rock revelation upon which the church was
to be built and the offices that through revelation are to govern and
lead the church established by christ its major thrust was the need
for continuing revelation in christs church

the item reprinted at the end of this article is the first pamphlet
mormonscormons printed in south africa jesse haven like many of his con-
temporaries in other places of the world found that the press was an
important weapon in the missionary arsenal 12 like other early mor-
mon tracts this one tried to introduce the message ofofmormonismmormonism to
non mormonscormons by briefly summarizing its main doctrines clearly an
extension of the earlier articles of faith this work gives us a type
of window into the beliefs and understanding of the early mis-
sionariessionaries 13 while not to be considered an official declaration or
even a complete statement of creed it does compactly summarize in
thirty three paragraphs the principal doctrines of mormonism
through one mans eyes in the 1850s

elder haven had written the pamphlet on 18 and 19 may 1853
he had delivered his manuscript to the printer W foelscherelscherboelscherFo early in
june examined the proofsheetsproofsheets on 7 june and received the first one
hundred copies of the finished work on 8 june he tried to borrow
money to pay for the cost of printing it but when this failed he

ioaloaA copy of this broadside is in the church archives william walker wrote in his diary on 26 october
1855 1 I1 wrote a reply to some false statements about the latter day saints published in the port eizabethelizabeth
mercury which the editor would not publish we succeeded in getting it published in the port elizabeth
telegraph also 500500 copies struck off in the form ofaof a circular A copy of this circular was undoubtedly the
source of the printing in the millennial star 18 15 march 1856 172 73

in the introduction of his seven page tract william walker clearly suggests that this work was a follow-
up to his circular his diary notes that on 17 november he beganbegin writing it and that between this date and
27 november when he boarded ship for london he finished writing this work and had ordered 500 copies
printed but upon receiving the proofsheetsproofsheets twice he found too many errors and was only able to make the
final arrangements for printing before he sailed he was to have received 25 copies just before he sailed A
photocopy of this tract also printed by the telegraph is in the church archives

12forfor the larger picture see david J whittaker early mormon Pamphleteerpamphleteeringing journal ofofmormonmormon
history 4 1977 355519351949

the quest for and development oftheodtheof the articles offaithof faithfalth is beyond the scope ofthisorthisof this short note but
while havens list is one of the longest in early mormon literature it is only one of many
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solicited donations 14 with these donations and some money col-
lected from the sale of the pamphlet itself he was able to meet the
cost of having it published president haven provided more details
on its composition in a letter he wrote to the first presidency of the
church on 14 january 1856

I1 had 1000 copies printed nearly one half of it I1 took from the belief
given by joseph smith found in the times and seasons vol 3

p 709 1 march 1842 the remainder was my own composition mostly
on principles that have been made public since the death of the proph-
et 15

the last two pages reprinted eliza R snow s stanza on the
presentation of the book of mormon to queen victoria an item
composed in 1841 here haven is clearly addressing the poem to the
english speaking british population in south africa he probably
obtained the poem from an early issue of the times and seasons 16

seesceseesec havens journal for these dates secseesce also the dates of 26 may and 1 june 1853
this report was copied into his journal on this date jcssejesse haven summarized his publishing activities in

a letter to F D richards 25 february 1856 in millennial star 18 22 march 1856 190
16thisthis poem had been printed first in the times and seasons 5 1 january 1844 398 99 after which it

appeared in the nauvoo neighbor 1 17 january 1844 1 and the millennial star A4 april 18441841844 184 85 1I
am grateful to maureen ursenbach beecher for these references any one of which could have been havens
source
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SOME OF THETUE PRINCIPAL DOCTRINES &cac

I1 we beleivebeleave in god the eternal father and in his
son jesus christ and in thethu holy ghost

we believe that god is a distinct porsopwsonageporsonagepersonagenage having
body and parts like man for we read that god said 11 let
us make man in our own image after our likeness

we believe the personagepersona of god can no more than
the person of man be in two separate and distinct places at
the self same instant of time

we believe the personage of god is filled with the holy
ghost and this holy ghostt or spirit of god is diffdiffusedusedusea

L throughtbrough all space and by this spirit god is evely where
present bebeholdingli olding the works of his handsbands

we believe that men will bobe punished for their own sinssing
and not for adams transgression

we believe christ atoned for the oriorloriginalinaiinal sin of adam
therefore little children that die without one exception will
be saved

we believe that through the atonement ofchristallChristallofchrist allailali man-
kind may be saved by obedience to the laws and ordinances
of the gospel

11 we believe that these ordinances are ist faith in
the lord jesus christ 2ndand repentance ard3rd baptism by
immersion for the remission of sins 4thath layinglading oilon
of hands for the gift of the holy ghost

wenyctyc believe that a manman must be called of god by
prophecy and by laying on of hands ly those who

are in authority to preach the gospel and administer in
uieVICuletle ordinances thereof

we believe in the same organizaorganizationllonliontion that existed inilllillii
theibe primitive church viz apostles prophets pastors
teachers evangelist &cac

we believe illinlillii thetlletile gifts of tongues prophecy
revelationrev cLition visions lihealingcaling interpretitionintcrprclatiuiiinterpretation of tontonguesmiespiesmles &fccc

page 2 in the original document is the back of the cover and therefore was not reproduced here this docu-
ment is reproduced courtesy of the church historical department
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we believe tilethetiietlle bible to be tiiethetile word of godgoj as far
asis it is translated correctly and a historyhlsforyoftheof the house
of israel

we believe the book of mormon to be tbewordthe word
of god and a history of a branch of one of the tribes
of israel viz thetlletile tribe of josjosephepilepli it also contains a
shortshort history of a people called jareditesJaredites

we believebelleve all that god has revealed all that liehelleile
does ndwedwnow reveal and we believe thattbatabat he will yet reveal
many great and imimportantportt tillthingspgsggs pertaining to the king-
dom of god

we believe in the literal gathering of israel andr tinin the restoration of the ten tribes that zion will
be built upon the american continent that christ will
reign personally upon the earth and that the earth will
be renewed and receive its paradisiac glory

we bellbeilbelibelievebelleveeve in theth baptism for the dead a doctrine
spoken of by paul but not explained this doctrine
when rightly and fully understood appears one of the
most glorious doctrines revealed for the salvation of
the human family

we believe in future rewards and punishments and
that mankind will be rewarded according to their works
or deeds done in the body paul speaks of three different
glories viz 11 one glory of the sun and another glory of
tilethetiietlle moon and another glory of the stars to one of
these glories nilullallnii of the human family will go except
those who commit the unpardonable sin for them there
is no kingdom of glory but they will become the sons
of perdition and will have no forgiveness in this world
nor in that which is to come all the human family
except these sons of perdition by the death and resur-
rection of christ will be redeemed in the own due
time of the lord fromfroinfroix the power of the devil and be
brought into one of the above glories paul speaks of
being caught up to the third heaven showing distinctly
that there are three different degrees of glogio910gloryy

we believe that those who obtain thetlle glory of the
sun will enjoy tilethetlletiie presence of god and his sonsolisoll jesus
christ

4
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we believe that thosethosbthomb who will be like thetiletilc glory
of the moon will cnenjoyoy the presence of thelle112lie son but not
the fatness of the fatheratnerather

0-

14

we believe those whowiiowilo will bobe like the glory of the
stars will not enjoy the presence of thetilctile father neitneltneitherlierlleriler
of the son but willvill receive the holy spirit throught1irough

ervery ulefuethefle ministration of the other glories and will also be
administered too by angels these will not come forth
in the first resurrection but will be shut up inin prison
through the millennial reign of christ and hisuis saints
upon the earth after which theytlleytiley will be brough forth
to inherit a glory theytiley have lived for

we believe god liashasilas raised up a Propprophetlietilet to whom
ilehellelie has revealed the fullness of the everlasting gospel
and as the forerunner of the seconisecond coming of christ
upon the earthcartil

we believe thetiietile lord is now sending forth his ser-
vants for lleliethe last time to prune his vineyard calling
upon all to repent and hebe baptized for the remission of
sillssins

we believe as soon as a person receives and obeys
thetiietile gospel it is his duty as soon as circumstances will
permit to gather out from amongst theflieulleuuie wicked and
go to the place the lord hasbas appointedappointeI for the gatheringCI

of his people in the last days

we believe the judgments of god such as war
famimefahime pestilence &cac arearc soon 0t be poured out upon
the nations of the earth therefore thetlletile lflordtl is now
saying by his servants come out of herlierlleriler my people
that ye be not partakerspar takers of hertierilerller sins andwidmid thatthaidolatodlat ycve ire-
ceive

c
not of hertierberilerller plagues

we believe woman is naturally moreinorelnore virtuous pure
and religiously disposed than mailmanmall tricitticithereforeeforeafore MONmoremorc woman
tilenullen mennien willwallwiil receive and obey tlletilctile gospel in the last
daysclays and be gatligatheredered to zion

we believed there haslias been a lawhaw revealed by which
a man in zion and in zion only or at the place the
lord lias commanded his people to gather can have more
than oneono wife and this lawliw is under the strictest rectiregtiregu
lilitiiis
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we believe this law is not given to gratify the lusts
of men but given for the exaltation of both men and
women givinggivin to everywomanevery woman the privilege of filling
up the measure of her creation and lawfully and hono-
rably and virtuously obeying thetlletile first and great command

be fruitful and multiply andfand replenish the earth

we believe on the account of the wars that are soon
to be amongst the nations of the earth that the wicked
will slay the wicked men will be killed off and the
women will flesflee to zion for safety then this prophecy will
be fulfilled and in tliatthateliat day seven women shallshailshali take
holdboldhoid of one man saying we will eateai our own bread and wear
our own apparel only let us be called by thy name to
take away our reproucbreproueb isa 4thath ist does a woman
take the name of a man unless she is married to him

we believe in marrying forfurfon time and for all eternity
and this ordiaordiiordinancemlicealice must be attended too in this life if it
isis not husband anandd wife will be deprived of each other
in the life to come for in the resurrection they
neither marry nor are given in marriage but are as the
angels of god in heaven that is 11 they remainremain ssepara-
tely and singly without exaltation in theirthein saved condition
to all etereternityity and are appointed anangelselseis in heaven
which angels are ministeringC servantsservant to minister for those
wiiowilo are worthy of a far more and an exceeding and
an eternal weight of glory

we claim the privileger of worshiping almighty god
according to the dictates of our own conscience and
allow all men the same privilege let themthein worship how
where or what they may

we believe in beinbeingbeino subject to kings queens
presidents rulersrukis maomagimagestrutesestrates and all whowiiowilo are inhi

authority over us and in obeying honoringlionoring and sustain-
ingin- the law

we believe in being lihonestonest true chaste benevolent
vertuousvirtuousvertu ous andalid in doing good to all vlenwenvienmenulen

we believe in seeking after truth and are willing
to receive and embrace it froinfrom any and every one thatmat
liasilas truth to illipeimpartillip111
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staniSTANTSTANZAZA ON THE prePRFpresentationSENTATION

or THE

BOOKdookdooe OF normonMOEMONMORMON TO queenvictoriaQUEENOUEEN VICTORIA

BY MISS E 11 SNOW

0 before leaving london eldcelac lorenzolorenze zos presented
to heiherhel majesty queen victoria and his royal high-
ness prince albert through5

the politeness of sirairgingln henry
wheatley two neatly bouboundnd copies of the BOOK OF
MORMAN which had been donated by president brig-
ham youngyouxig and left in the care of elder snow for thetiie

e
purpose which circumstance suggested the following
lines

of all the monarchs of the earth
that wear the robes of royalty

asfs she bishashisbas inherited by birthurtharth
the broadest wreath of majcmajcstyuiijcstymajestysty

from1drfromprom her wide territorial wing
the sun does not withdraw its light
while earths diurnal motions bring
to other nations day and night

all earthly tlthronesirones arearc tottering things
where lilightslits and shadows intervene
and regalrecalrecai honour often brings
the scaffoldscffbld or the guillotine

but still her sceptrysceptre isis approved
all nations deck thetiietile wreath shesbeabe wears
yet like the youth whom jesus loved
one thing is lacking even there

but lo10 I1 a prize possessing more
of worth than gems with honor rife
A herald ofsalvation bore
to her the words of endless life

k
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I1thathat gift however fools deride
Is worthy of her royal care
shed better lay her crown aside
than spuispurnseuin the light reflected there

0 would she now her influence bend
ththee iinfluencen fl u6nce 0off royaroyaltyity
Meimelmessiahssiahs kingdom to extend
and zions nursiiinursing mother be

thus with the glory of her name
inscribed on zions lofty spire
shed win a wreath of endless fame
to lasthast when other wreaths expire

though over niffmillionsnifflionslions called to reign
herself a powerful nations boast
t would be her everlasting gain
to seiserserveve the xinkinking the lord of hosts

for there are crowns and thrones on high
and kingdoms there to be conferrdconferredconfer rd
there honoursbonourshondours wait that never die
there fames immortal trump is heard

truth echoes t is jehovahsjehovahqJehovahs word
let kings and queens and princess hear
in distant isles the sound is heard
ye heavens rejoice 1I 0 earth give earcar

the time the timelime Is nowatnow at handband
to give a glorious period brith
the sorrsoysorlsox OPOF GOD will take cocommandminand
andruleandrulaand ruleruie the nations of the earth
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BOOK REVIEWS

CRACROFT R PAUL A certain testimony A mormon epic salt
lake city epic west 1979 479479ppappp 106510.651065

reviewed by charles D tateTattatejrpatejreJrjr editor ofofbyuBYU studies and professor of english at
brigham young university

those who argue that there is little good mormon poetry would
do well to read paul cracroftsCracrofts epic poem A certain testimony
although there have been claims of epic poetry among earlier mor-
mon writers cracroftsCracrofts is the first that fits the definition of epic ac-
cepted in literary circles A long narrative poem in elevated style
presenting characters of high position in a series of adventures which
form an organic whole through their relation to a central figure of
heroic proportions and through their development of episodes impor-
tant to the history of a nation or race I11

A certain testimony is a long narrativenarrative poem over 15000 lines
divided into twelve books like virgils aeneid 15257152371325713237 lines in
mandelbaumsMandelbaums translation and miltonsmillonsMiltons paradise lost 1010546546 lines
although its style is elevated above that of everyday language it is
significantly less poetic than miltonsmillonsMiltons reading through paradise
lost one often stops to savor its poetic beauty but one finds few tru-
ly poetic passages to stop for in A certain testimony

the characters and episodes of the poem fit the definition of epic
poetry the epic hero is jehovah jesus christ but his presence in the
poem is not as dominating as is aeneas nor his characterization as
clearly drawn as is the lords in book 111IIIlii of paradise lost nevert-
helesstheless jehovah jesus christ is the prime moving force of all that
happens

beginning at the creation of the world by jehovahbyjehovah jesus christ
cracroft traces the religious history of the world as recorded in the bi-
ble through to the tower of babel then from the tower his nar-
rative goes to the americas with thethejareditesjareditesJared ites as recorded in the book
of mormon the detail of begettingsgettingsbe in the book of ether proves to

william flint thrall and addison hibbard A handbook to literature 2ndand ed rev ed C hugh
holman new york odyssey press 1960 ppap 174 75
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be too much to keep track of even for the book of mormon student it
would have helped us all had cracroft summarized some of the
lineage passages rather than try to tie them all into his poem

after showing the destruction of the jareditesJared ites because they re-
jected jehovah jesus christ cracroft picks up the narrative with
lehisgehis being instructed to leavejerusalemleave jerusalem and go into the wilderness
the narrative then follows the book of mormon episodes to the
hiding up of the record plates by moroni books 5 through 111 book
12 gives a brief summary of the present day involvement ofofjehovahjehovah
jesus christ in the lives of the prophets of the restoration from
joseph smith to joseph fielding smith who was president when the
poem was finished followed by a concern that the environment will
turn sour with water air and soil in league with lucifer to harass
man and cry for studied end to mankindsmankinds progeny p 472 yet
he is optimistic that the eagle and the dove will lift mans eyes
once more to god in love p 473

the whole is closed off by a five page epilogue which argues for
fuller understanding and acceptance of creative work such as A cer-
tain testimony with the final claim that the poet by writing as he
must can make himself a man so with the church to fortify gods
plan p 479

that A certain testimony comes in a ways behind the accepted
epic giants in the literature of the western world does not say that it
is not a good poem few poems can match virgils aeneid or
miltonsmillonsMiltons paradise lost A certain testimony is a very significant
poem especially because the poet is willing to use the form of the
giants to express his insights and views of life of this world and to be
compared to the aeneid and paradise lost while his message is of
greater import because it presents fuller truth his presentation is at
times didactic and yet at other times overlooks important points of
understanding that would show his message more fully the presen-
tation of the visit of the resurrected christ to the nephitesNephites as record-
ed in 3 nephi reflects a shallow reading of the source material and a
weak rendition of one of the most overt moments in the life ofof the
epic hero the poem also suffers from a twentieth century equating
sin with sex any time there is a problem with sin in the narrative of
the poem such as when the nephite boats were driven backwards by
the storms of the sea because of wickedness the poet sees that
wickedness as sexual

whatever its shortcomings A certain testimony is the best epic
poem by a mormon writer produced thus far paul cracroft must be
praised first for his willingness to write the poem which took years of
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work and writing and second for fighting the publication fight to get
it published I1 read the poem in manuscript several years ago and
recommended its publication but increased printing costs and an an-
ticipated small interest in literary works on the part of mormon
readers kept the poem in manuscript form until paul set the type
himself and did an excellent job I1 saw very few typographical errors
and then published it much at his own expense A milestone in
mormon literature A certain testimony ought to be in the library of
everyone who loves good literature

MADSENMAD SEN TRUMAN G ed reflections on mormonism
judanojudaeo chrChicarchiistianchristianistian parallels provo utah religious studies center
1978 245 ppap 6956956.95

reviewed by scott kenney ph D candidate in american religious studies
graduate theological union at berkeley cal and a member of the utah symphony
orchestra

the idea was exhilarating twelve of this countryscountrys most re-
nowned scholars in religious studies presenting a reflections on
mormonism symposium at brigham young university with
allowances for the hyperbole of a dust jacket it truly was a dazzling
array of talent and expertise with all the ingredients for the water-
shed event of the decade never before had andn LDS affiliated
organization invited so many eminent scholars to address themselves
so directly to mormon themes truman madsen is ever to be con-
gratulated for cracking the mormon reputation of provincialism and
antiandiantl intellectualism with this symposium and BYUs religious
studies center is to be congratulated for sponsoring the event and
then publishing the papers in their entirety

this book is a must for any seriousserious student of mormonism not
only for its contents but for the promising precedent it sets none of
which seems to have been lost on the book buying public little
more than a year after reflections on mormonism appeared on the
shelves the first printing of 6000 copies had been sold out and a
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second run of 3000 was being prepared now two and a half years
after the papers were first presented is an opportune time to assess
the symposiums impact as well as its content

As for the papers themselves reflections is a mixed product
most of the papers fail to deal in any substantive way with the mor-
mon perspective in their various topics with three or four notable
exceptions the authors selected themes from their respective fields
developed them with non mormon sources and concluded with a few
obligatory glances however oblique at mormonism consequently
there is little reflection on mormonism the parallels are often vague
and tentative thus after nineteen pages of jewish and hellenistic
sources david winston concludes some mormon concepts of the
preexistencepreexistence may be found in one form or another in ancient
writings while others may be partially paralleled and still others
are completely incongruous readers may enjoy reading what
winstonswinstonqWinstons post biblical writers thought of preexistencepreexistence but they
will have to sort out what it means for themselves winston offers no
evaluation no reflection

jacob milgrom makes a greater effort to show how his topic tem-
ple purification functioned in the religious life of ancient israel but
he so limited the subject one ingredient of one ritual of one
sacrifice the blood of the pattithattit on the horns of the altar
p 58 that any significant parallel with mormon temple worship

seems highly improbable the temple in biblical israel kinshipsKinships
of meaning is a misleading title and the paper disappointing

similarly james H charlesworth has to stretch to find parallels
in messianism in the pseudepigrapha and the book of mormon
he offers two one based on a farfetchedfar fetched interpretation of a single
verse 2 nephi 614 and the other redaction techniques in the
pseudepigrapha and book of mormon provocative but undeveloped

abraham kaplan was apparently so averse to treading on un-
familiar ground that he made not a single reference to mormonism
yet his paper fairly screams out for a mormon response in the
meanings of ritual comparisons kaplan discusses the polarity of
d medicalimedical and spiritual justifications of dietary laws the fallacy
of supposing the origins determine validity p 40 and the distinc-
tion between religious and magical invocations of power

david noel freedman read the book of abraham and confessed
1 I learned some things I1 did not know before concerning the tradi-
tion of the sacrifice of abraham p 68 what did the mormon
scripture tell this renowned old testament scholar about abraham
what did he think of the book of abraham he gives us not a word
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instead freedman recounts the 1975 discovery of the ebia tablets
on the basis of a translation which a footnote acknowledges is faulty
of one tablet he proclaims the historicity which few mormonscormons would
have had cause to doubt in the first place of five cities connected with
the abrahamic tradition in genesis 14 A golden opportunity is lost
to open a meaningful dialogue on a significant theme of mutual in-
terest

equally disappointing is robert bellahsbellaisBel lahs american society and
the mormon community the great exponent of american civil
religion is content to reiterate the well worn mormonpuritanMormon Puritan
parallels and take a nostalgic trip back to his field study of a small
rural mormon community twentyfivetwenty five years ago bellah thinks
nineteenth century communitarianismcommunitarianism might provide solutions for
what ails america today but he offers no advice as to how they might
be resuscitated and adapted to modern conditions

it may well be of course that some speakers purposely skirted
relevant issues so as not to seem ungracious or critical of their hosts
bellahsbellaisBellahs most salient point comes in the final paragraph and is
undeveloped mormonscormonsMormons often criticize the larger society in which
they live how many of them realize that their own current
social economic and political views and actions may contribute to
the wasteland they see around them or that their own experience as a
people might suggest a very different course for america today
p 11 similarly ernst benz imago dei man in the image of

god in spite of his grasp of mormon and early christian teachings
on human deification fails to adequately contrast the two similar but
distinct traditions the crucial difference is only indirectly made

now this gnostic idea of deification could give rise to a misunder-
standing namely that it leads to a blasphemous self aggrandizement
of man if that were the case then mysticism would in fact be the
most sublime most spiritualizedspiritualizerspiritualized form of egoism but the concept of
imago dei precisely does not aspire to awaken in man a con-
sciousnesssciousness of his own divinity but attempts to have him recognize the
image of god in his neighbor if thou hast seen thy brother then
thou hast also seen thy lordiordbiord appp 218 219

edmond lab cherbonniersCherbonniers articulate and entertaining in
defense of anthropomorphism is a polemic on the nature of god
that many mormonscormons will appreciate for its defense of the human-
ness of god

but for this reader the really outstanding contributions of the
symposium were made by jane and john dillenberger and krister
stendahl
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Ms dillenberger was the moving force behind the first two ex-
hibits of american religious art to tour the country 1972 73 and
1977 78 the first exhibit included the murals of mormon pioneer
artist CCA christensen which Ms dillenberger discusses in her
symposium paper mormonism and american religious art
clearly and concisely she points outfeaturesout features of christensensChristensens works
which for all their technical deficiencies make them powerful
religious statements As the lay person sees through an artists eyes
appreciation of these familiar works is greatly enhanced from her in-
troductory remarks it is clear Ms dillenberger is familiar with and
perhaps responding to elder boyd K packers the arts and the
spirit of the lord BYU studies 16 summer 1976 575375 88
avoiding a direct confrontation Ms dillenberger concludes

most art historians agree that there is good art and bad art but not
that there is mormon art womens art black art and so on this
conviction is not a matter of fine argument and distinctions but conclu-
sions drawn from the evidence michelangelo worked almost exclusively
for the popes yet his art could never be confined by the label roman
catholic art rembrandtsRembrandts biblical subjects which come out of a
protestant culture are as moving to catholics as to protestants
christensensChristensens significant paintings are as expressive to me as they are to
mormonscormonsMormons indeed I1 believe that I1 and the historians of american art
value them more highly than do the mormon people for whom they
were made

protestant and roman catholic art used for educational purposes is

no better than the mormon art now in the visitors centers but prot-
estants and catholics alike have floundered in their educational efforts
whereas mormonism has a highly developed and effective educational
system which brings much emphasis on the visual image with such a
cohesive educational network the opportunity for educating the eye
and the spirit through great art and for teaching the great truths
through the great masters is limitless rembrandt and michelangelo are
as much a part of mormon history as christensensChristensens paintings
appp 199 200

john dillenbergersDillen bergers grace and works in martin luther and
joseph smith is important not only for the insights it provides into
these two men but even more for the methodological axiom on
which it is based nearly opposite expressions frequently at dif-
ferent historical junctures may express a shared intentionality
originally the trinitarian formulation was meant to express the unity
of god in the polytheistic setting of the roman empire the
unitarian impulse was born when changes in conceptions ofpersonali-
ty made the trinity appear polytheistic p 176 in their contexts
martin luther andjosephand joseph smith often perceived as the man of grace
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without works and the man of works without grace shared several
key intentionalities even though their language may have been
diametrically opposed dillenbergersDillenbergers logical progressions are so ab-
breviated his literary style so highly compressed that readers will
have to proceed slowly rereading many sections carefully to gain the
full import but those willing to make the effort will be well reward-
ed for dillenbergersDillenbergers principle of contextual theology my term not
his has sweeping implications for those dealing with the mormon im-
plementationplemen tation and abandonment of communitarian economics
theodemocracy and the practice of polygamy

krister stendahl dean of harvardsHarvards divinity school may be the
first new testament scholar of world renown to accept the oft
repeated mormon challenge to investigate the book of mormon
seriously now it remains to be seen how seriously mormonscormons will take
a scholars findings stendahl confines his investigation to the ac-
count ofiesusofieofjesussus ministry in 3 nephi carefully noting the differences in
the text of st matthew including the inspired version going
beyond merely noting the textual differences stendahl illuminates
significant theological implications of the book of mormon for in-
stance the internal criticism in the religious community an ele-
ment stendahl finds indispensable in the new testament account
has disappeared in its place jesus has also become the founder of
a church and the promulgator of its ordinances appp 151 152 the
paper is filled with fascinating comparisionscomparisions and must be read in its
entirety but basically stendahl finds that the 3 nephi version clarifies
ambiguities and expands on the new testament account in the
book of mormon he finds a strong tendency characteristic of
pseudepigraphic literature the hunger for further revelation the
insatiable hunger for knowing more than has been revealed so far

perhaps such a comment is irrelevant to those who are gratefully
convinced of additional revelation in and through joseph smith or
otherwise but as I1 look at the whole spectrum of gods menagerie of
humankind and its history I1 think it is important to reflect on
the limits as well as the glories of the hunger for and joy in additional
information for there is sometimes too much glitter in the
christmas tree appp 151522 54

there is much interesting information andoccasionaland occasional insight in
all of the papers published in reflections on mormonism but in the
three papers by the dillenbergersDillen bergers and krister stendahl we find reflec-
tions of mormonism which come back to us through the experiences
of religious scholars to illuminate the unexplored recesses of our own
heritage
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YORGASON BLAINE M and BRENTON G the bishops horse
race salt lake city bookcraft 1979 160 ppap 5505505.50

YORGASON BLAINE M the windwalkerWindwalker salt lake city
bookcraft 1979 99 ppap 4954.95495 illus

reviewed by jack A nelson author and instructor of english and journalism
brigham young university

for the past fifty years or so one of the main concerns at any in-
tellectualtellectual gathering of mormonscormons has been the lack of a significant
mormon literature however LDSLIDS writers now seem to be springing
out of the woodwork and this effusion may at last bring to an end
the debate about whether a mormon literature exists or not

by far the most popular writer to emerge recently is blaine M
Yorgyorgasonasonasoh whose charlies monument after being turned down by
twenty one publishers finally found a home at bookcraft and has
since sold about 150000 copies although critics have been slightly
less than lukewarm about that book in any hardcoverhard cover league thats
in the bestsellerbest seller category

THE BISHOPS HORSE RACE

now blaine has teamed with his brother brenton G yorgason
to write a rollicking good humored tale dealing with a mormon
bishop in sanpete valley in 1888 when utah was still a territory and
polygamy persecution was the central problem facing the church

there are many strengths to the bishops horse race principally
the strong conflicts and fast pace that help make a good story bishop
jons soderberg of aspen wells makes an ill advised bet with some of
the townspeople that he can ride his new belgian stallion the 110
miles to salt lake city between sunup and sundown aside from the
bishop and his son hyrum there is a not unlikeable villain named
hebron clawson who is a federal marshal dedicated to sending the
polygamous bishops hide off to the sugar house territorial prison

of major interest here is the authentic settings that reflect small
town utah in the last century the authors are at their best in such
digressions as when hyrum who narrates parts of the story in the first
person gives us the recipe for making lye soap or explains the toil of
cleaning and plucking the tithing chickens

in addition one of the strong points of the book is the colorful
language of the frontier used without profanity as unlikely as that
seems although the authors occasionally reach too far for a
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metaphor most of their language falls naturally and accurately into
place and adds to the enjoyment the piece offers for instance when
a ward member insults one of the bishops wives soderberg warns

mungusbungus if you have something to say about me then drag up
your stock and run it around the corral a few times so we can see how
the brand lies but dont you ever malign one of my family again
appp 18 19 also in explaining where his newfoundnew found girl friend
lives hyrum tells us she and mungusbungus and curly lived on some two
by twice rawhide outfit somewhere south of town or as the
villains tell themselves of their chances of stopping bishop soderberg

sure as sow bugs under a buffalo chip such lively figures of
speech often earthy lend an authentic reflection of the times and
the people that is not often found

indeed in the chapters narrated by the bishops son there is oc-
casionallycasionally almost a tom sawyer quality about his experiences

this day ma had pulled me out of bed right early so I1 could get over to
ammon hansonsdansonsHansons and get a big old wart charmed off my hand and he
took a hunk of raw bacon and rubbed the wart like crazy wiped it all off
with an old dishrag and then took the dishrag and buried it somewhere
out in his orchard I1 dont know how it worked but it did id had two
of them charmed off me before so I1 didnt doubt for a minute that it
would work it took a week or two of course but the warts always
wentwentppappp 14 15115

on the negative side the book suffers overall from too frequent
lapses into didacticism perhaps due to the authors backgrounds as
seminary teachers it is particularly disconcerting to find the
characters spouting unlikely homilieshomiliushomilies designed to show us the straight
and narrow As an all too common example when a lady of stained
reputation sets out to waylay the bishop through her wiles and is
foiled she becomes repentant and explains to hyrum and his girl
friend that a stain on a dress is what people notice most

remember the same is true of a reputation one spot on it one
blemish and thats all folks will see no matter how many good things
there are about a person all people can see is the one spot of dirt in
their character and saddest of all sometimes thats sometimes all that
a person can see about herself too in fact mostly we judge ourselves
more harshly than others do P 141431453

too many of these teaching moments intrude on the story and
detract from the believability of the characters not to mention the
dialogue

the other element that takes away from the plausibility is the in-
troductiontroduction of a supernatural character obviously jon soderbergssoderberghSoderbergs
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long deceased grandfather to pull the bishop over his major
obstacles

yet in all the bishops horse race is an enjoyable tongue in
cheek romp through utah of 1888 inasmuch as the brothers
yorgason have left teaching to write full time we can expect more of
the soderberg family and life in nineteenth century utah we will
be the richer for it

THE windwalkerivindjvalkerWINDwalkeeWALKERpalkee

of a different nature is blaine yorgasonsYorgasons earlier work the
windwalkerlvindwalkerWindwalberwalkerwaeber the characters are plains indians rather than mormonscormonsMormons
but the sentiments are compatible to both this is an engaging and
serious look at aging told in an ingenious plot and style the old
man the windwalkerWindwalker awakes in a snowstorm blind and bound atop
a scaffolding where he has been laid to rest in plains indian style

it had been his day to die the day that hehadchehadhe had looked forward to and yet
feared for so many long seasons he had sung his song of farewell for
those few who might have cared to listen and then he had lain back to
awaitawalt his departure into the west into the land of the sky people where
the black road of his troubles was to end P 2

much of the force of the work and the power is considerable
comes from the interior monologue of the old man as he speaks to
himself and to the great god he sometimes calls grandfather

hoka hey grandfather
this is a good joke you have
played
A very good joke
you have played many but this
is the best and
the old man who lies on this scaffold
salutes you appp 343 4

loosing himself stumbling blindly through the blizzard with his
war lance clasped in arthritic hands the old man undergoes a series
of gripping adventures wolves a grizzly bear and crow warriors
who are searching for the lodge of the old mans family

the major thrust of the story lies in the effectiveness of the aged
cheyenne when he gropes his way back to his family and finds the
only man there dying from wounds received at the hand of the
crows who lurk nearby waiting to finish their destruction in the
end it is the old mans wisdom that saves the day
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the idiom of the windwalkerWindwalker has the ring of authenticity so
much that the author has received no few gifts from indians who say
that he has caught the original americans concept of god and man
and the world he lives in the images the figures of speech and
even the didactic moments fit naturally and seldom intrude on our
sense of experiencing along with the old man the half dozen col-
ored illustrations by yorgason himself are breathtakingbreath taking and accurate

the windwalkerWindwalker is a story of growing old and dying with dignity
it is engaging and well told whereas the bishops horse race is a
sporting fling into the past flawed but enjoyable the windwalkerWindwalker iss
art
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